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MOUNT VERNON. OHIO: THURSDAY. JUNE 2

NO. 8.

VOL LXI.

LINCOLN'S BIiOOD

Preserved On a Play Pill He
When As«a*sin*ted.

[Philadelphia Time*.]

Drs. Maybe and Mustbe.
doctor before the young one.

You choose the old

Why ?

An interesting and valuable relic,
which brings vividly to the mind the
historic scene in Ford’s Theater, Wnsl ington, on the night of April 14, 1S65,
is owned by Col. Janus 8. Case, at ono
time a resident cf Philadelphia, but
whose home is now in Brooklyn.
It is only a play bill, but upon it is a
tiny drop of President Lincoln’s blood.
It was picked up just after the tragedy
by John T. Ford, the manager of the
theater. He found it on the llonr of
the box where it had fallen from the
President’s hand when the bullet of As
sassin Booth pierced his head. It lay
beneath the chair in which the citizenhero received his death wound. There
was a tiny spot of blood, still red and
warm as it came from the great heart of
Lincoln, on the edge.
Mr. Fold, who was also manager of
the Holliday Street Theater, Baltimore,
and the Academy of Music, in this
city, carried the j recious paper home,
a id only parted with it nt the request of
the late A. K. Browne, of Washington,
who was a warm personal friend of the
manager. It came into Mr Browne’s
possession while the nation was still
mourning for its idol, and soon alter his
assassin had met justly merited fate at
the hands of Sergeant Boston Corbett.
The play hill is somewhat yellow
from age, hut otherwise is in an excel
lent state of preservation. The blood
stain is now a dark brown. The pro
gramme is of “Our American Ctju-in/’
which was being given for the benefit of
Laura Keene. The blood stain is near
ly half way down the programme, op
posite the names of John Dyott and
Harry Hawk, Miss Keepe’* leading
support.

Because you don't want to entrust your life in
True, the young doctor may be

inexperienced hands.
experienced.

But the old doctor must be.

chances with

Dr. Maybe, when Dr. Mustbe is in reach.

as with medicine

Same with

medicines

long-tried

remedy has

makers — the

confidence.

your

experience to experiment — when

You take no

ou

prefer

are concerned.

you

The new remedy zzftzy be good — but let somebody else

The old remedy must be good—judged on

prove it.

its record of cures.

|ust one more reason for choosing

AYER'S Sarsaparilla in preference to any other.

It has

been the standard household Sarsaparilla for half a cen

Its record inspires confidence—50 years of cures.

tury.

If others may ba good, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla must be.

You

take no chances when you take AYER'S Sarsaparilla.
Still have doubts? Send for the “Curebook.**
It kills doubts and cures doubters.
J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.

Waller Woods and Adolph Shaeben,
convicts, got into a tight in the cigar
shop at th« penitentiary at Columbus,
Tuesday, Shaeben biting Woods vejry
badly about the face. Shaeben is a
Hamilton county man serving five years
for shooting with intent to kill,

THE DANGER

—THE-

LUC. RT

to which the Expectant Mother is
exposed and the foreboding and
dread with which she looks for
ward to the hour of woman’s
beverest trial is appreciated by but
few. AH effort should be made
to smooth these rugged places
in life’s pathway for her, ere she
presses to her bosom her babe.
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t DalU except Sunday, f Flag
atop. I meals.
jy Whore no time ia (riven trains do not stop
Noe. 2 and 8 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 23 cents between
Cleveland and Colnmbns, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between ClevelandnndCincinnati,
»»r intermediate stations, 8ooth of Colnmbns.
Nos. 27 and J8, carry Veetibnled Bleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27I»"km* Local Veetibnled Sleeper between
Columl/hs and Cleveland, and can be occupied
hv^msentrere after
p m. at the East end of

MOTHER’S FRIEND

SPRING

CLOTHING.

First in the Field, First in
Fabric, Fit, Finish
and Fashion

allays Nervousness, and so assists
Nature that the change goes for
ward in an easy manner, without
such violent protest in the way of
Nausea, Headache, Etc. Gloomy
forebodings yield to cheerful and
hopefui anticipations—she passes
through the ordeal quickly and
without pain—is left strong and
vigorous and enabled to joyously
perform the high and holy duties
now devolved upon her. Safety
to life of both is assured by the
use of “ Mother’s Friend,” and
the time of recovery shortened.

SPRING STYLES

“I know one lady, the mother of three
children, who suffered greatly in thu
birth of each, who obtained a bottle of
Mother’* Friend’ of me before her
fourth confinement, and was relieved
quickly and easily. AH agree that their
labor was shorter and less painful,”
John G. Foi.hill, Macon, Ga.

NOW READY.

>1.00 PEK BOTTLE at all Drug Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of price.

New, Ready Made Fashionable Spring
Clothing for Men, Boys and Children.

Containing Invaluable information of
rorr Interest to all women, will be sent to
rntc any address upon application, by
Tmc BRADFIELD reclatorco . Atusmt*. Ga.

•Itan* Dally,

rteUnion l»eiH»t.

We would direct special attention to our great va
riety of

$5.00, $7.50, $10.00 and $12.00 Suits.
So confident are we of their strong value that w3
beg a comparison with the best that others can how at
$.300 to $5.00 higher in price.

Mt. Vernon.
For any information address

You can buy a good Boy’s Suit of us for $1.00.
Men’s Pants worth $2.50 for $1.50.
Boys’ Knee Pants 15 cents a pair or two pair for 25
cents.
Waterproof Collars for 10 cents.
Men’s Working Shirts worth 25 cents for 15 cents.
Men’s Laundered Colored Shirts worth 50 cents foi
39 cents, or three Shirts for Si 00.
Men's Overalls worth 40 cents for 25 cents.
Men’s Socks worth 10 ccnt3 for 3 cents.

J. E. Hanneuan,
Ass’l Gen’t Pass. Agent,

Or.

C. P. DALY.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. Cleveland.Ohio

The Coast Line to MACKINAC
«-TAKI TMB—•

r-w

IX

MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

Call and see us before buying elsewhere.
Yours, The Bargain Givers,
tcib

eel Passenger Steamers
ireatest Perfection yet attained In
strwetion Luxurious E<1
burnishing. Decoration end fctlie(ce, insuring the highest degree of

RT, SPEED AND SAFETY
ou« Twet et» WltM Bctwkm
i, Detroit and Mackinac
key "the SOO,” MARQUETTE
’ AND DULUTH.

.eluding Heals and Berths. From
.
from Toledo. Si*; from

ay ano night service.

*n Detroit and Cleveland

flJILlllVA ILVIIIL

lAU

ULI,

I. &, D. ROSENTHaIL, Proprietors.
Opera House Block, Corner Main and Yine’Streets, Mt. Vernon, O.

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.
In Latest Shades and Patterns,

.» _ at Cleveland with Karliest

‘I rStAt. £5“sourf. and t°ulh;
u Detroit for all points North and

L June. July. August end Sept Only
EVERY DAY be™'ee" _ .

,

ind,Put-in-Bay ./Toledo
11 nstrated pamphlet. Addreaa
SSSStx.
■>■»»»”•

all A Cleveland Steam sav.Co-

f A. D. Bunn & Co.
{

ST/LE AND FIT CORRECT.
At Live and Let Live Prices

—Merchant

. AL3O..

Butter and EgfiS
{ All kinds .f r-ultr) P«r,Wo i.. du-iIImI at Sin.il! Marsia.

R. SIPE,
Tailor and

Gents’ Furnisher-

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

. .CASH BUYERS OF..

? All Kinds of Seed
X

Quality all That Could, be Desired.

tY.

“A HAND

SAW IS A GOOD THING, BUT NOT TO
SHAVE WITH.”

SAPOLIO

Sevatqr CAri-fe[iy, of pjuisikna, has#
column growl in the Pitts urg Dispatch
about how he and liis fellow “Gold Dem
ocrats” are being snubbed by the Re
publican leaders,” who, he says, actually
“seem to have more pse fof thp9|lveriteg
than they have 6>r u«-j were treated wjtli
contempt by all parties.” As traitors
are never much regarded even by the
heneficlarjes of their tfeai Jicry, this is
not surprising, but as a result of the
treatment accorded him Mr Calfery has
begun to thiuk along a fine where sneer,
ing was his habit heretofore, and farther
expresses himself that th-' Palmer buffers
are beginning to ask themselves whether
it will not he just as well to let the Free
Silverites have their way and force the
country op a silver basis” a6 a letter evjj
than the high tariff the Repuolicano are
imposing on the people. Mr. Cattery is
truly in a pitiable condition, hut there is
always ba»is for hope when the selfiag.sertive arrogant are compelled to think.
The Louisiana Senater is in the early
stages of a deserved penance and after
a time may be so purified by suffering
that he will be aceptable as a private in
the Democratic army.
Secretary Alger, a man of great
business knowledge, copnected witfi
many large enterprises, In a recent interview presented the ground work of
the business situation very forcibly,
showing how even a slight reduction in
the doily expenditures of the people
would affect the aggregate volume of
trade. He estimates that 15,000,000 of
wagc-earneia in this couutry have been
compelled to reduce their expenditures
at least an average of 10 cents per day.
This would reduce consumption the
enormous amount of $150,000,000 a
year. In addition he estimates that the
10,(‘00,000 families in this country have
been compelled to reduce their daily ex
penses at least 20 cents, and such reduc
tion would lessen the amount of con
sumption in the United States the ap
palling sum of $730,000,000. That this
estimate of Secretary Alger is within
reasonable bounds will hardly be ques
tioned. Yet these apparently small re
ductions lessen the volume of purchas
ing by consumers to the extent of $1,1SO,000,000 in a year. Here is a strong
hint as to the cause of hard times. Can
it be cured by increased tariff taxation?
The idea is the quintessence of financial
idiocy.

such coffee
as

No. 8-1 has a Local Veetibnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Colombo*. This Sleeper arrivee at
Columbus at 2:15 a. m. and is set at the Fjwt end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their

bertlis until ? :00 a m.
„
.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers booth of

You Never
Drank

IS THE PROPER THING FOR HOUSE-CLEANING.

ON AN ICE FLOP]

An Unfit Appointment.

The New York Post, a paper that sup
ported McKinley for president, brings a
terrible indictment against the adminis
tration concerning the recent appoint
ment of Ellis H. Roberta. The Poet
aaye:
The appointment of Ellis H. Roberts
to the position of Treasurer of the
United States by President McKinley,
in the face of notorious facia, is a mat
ter which ought not to be passed over
in silence. M*. Roberts waa oppointeil
by President Harrison assistant treas
urer in Nt w York, an office whose re
lations to the hanks arc too well known
to financiers to need particular men
tion. Mr. Roberta almost limmediatly
began to solicit loans of money from
the leading hanks, offering a kind of
security which they would never have
looked upon a second time if he had
not held the office w hich 0e did hold.
These Ix.rrowings were Meqnent anil
amounted to about $5u,(XK) in the aggre
gate, If they hail lieen repaid, the case
would still have l>ecn a scandal calling
for censure and removal from office.
We have no reason to suppt«e,however,
that they were brought to President
Harrison’s attention. But the loans
were not paid. They were compromis
ed after Roberis’ retirement from office
at twenty, five cents or some ofher frac
tion of a dollar, These facta were
known to President McKinley, It was
known to him, berore he Sent in the
nomination, that Rolierts had begged
this money from the hanks while hold
ing office as aforesaid, to the amount ot
many thousands of dollars, and yet xhe
promotes Itoliertsto a higher office in
the same branch of service than the
one he held before. Such an act be
trays a moral obliquity that wo were
not prepared for. Tlie most obvious
comment is that Mr. McKinley has
plastered his own rolxs with mud with
out relieving Roberts of any part of it.
Time was when such a nomination, if
sent to the Senate would have been
sent hack with indignation. Jt wi|l npt
he so now, because it was first sent from
theStnate to McKinley; and is the
measure of his voluntary and needless
surrender to that body.

uf THE MONEY QUESTION. *
di

2JIla

___________
WRITTEN FOR THE BAXXER 111 HOS. Ill'liO 1‘REVER.
NUMBER XV III.—Conclusion.

What is the amount of bonds out
standing, when payable and how/
The latest official statement of the
Government, July 1, 18*.k'», gives the
amount outstanding as follows:
41 per cent, reduced to 2 per
gent....... ............................ $ 25.364,500
4 per cent , due l'.'OT............ 559,03*1,850
5 per cent, due 1904............ 100,000,000
4 per cent, due 1925............ 162,315,400
Total................................. ^S47,316,750
Tlie same report showing this indebt
edness, on page 6, 6aya: “These bonds
are redeemable in coin of the standard
value of July 14, 1870.” In 1870 silver
had not yet been demonetized, conse
quently all bonds can be lawfully and
honorably paid in either gold or silver,
at the option of oar Government Bu|
if our Government w ill issue and mint
no more silver, and they will have to be
paid in gold coin, it will be impossible
to do so, unless we issue more bonds
and buy hack the goid we are paying
out, Tliia is the policy of the money
sharks who now control the Republican
party.
Are there any gold dollars coined
now?
No. The law of September 26, 1890,
discontinued their coinage. Nothing less
is now coined than $2.a0 gold pieces,
pxcept fractional currepcy.
What money ia a legal tendfr in the
U. S?
There are ten different kinds of circu
lating medium, acting partly as money,
jut as I hplfi that only full legal tender
ia piouey, it narrows the list down to
five, as follows:
1st. The gold coins of the U. S. to
any amoupt.
2d. Standard silver dollars, for -all
amounts, unless differently stipulated in
the contract0d. Silver fialyea, quarters and dilPW
up to $ltt,
4th. Treasury notes of July 14,1890,
to any amount, unless differently stipu
lated in the contract.
5th. U. S. notes, or greenbacks, are
a legal tender for all purposes, and fcr
any amount, except for duties ou im
ports and interest on the public deb»,
Nickels and pepnies are only a legal
tender to the amount of twenty-five
cents.
Is it true that coinage of silver was re^
stored?
It is. A law was passed February 28,
1878, which permits the Government to
purchase silver at its market value and
coin it into standard silver dollars, and
the Government has done so since then
to a limited extent, having coined from
1S78 to 1896, in 18 years, only $f’A,790,041. But remember this is not free
coinage, which permits the bullion own=
er to bring his silver bullion to the mint
in unlimited quantity and have it coined
into money at a ratio to gold, fixed by
law. The Government by abolishing
free coinage and refusing to purchase
large quantities of silver, has depreciat
ed its value, and in consequence others

HOW 10 FIND OUT.
Fill a bottle or common giass with
urine and let it stand twenty-four hours;
a sediment or settling indicates an
unhealthy condition of the kidneys.
When urine stains linen it is positive
evidence of kidney trouble. Too frequent
desire to urinate or pain in the back,
is also convincing proof that the kidneys
and bladder are out of order.
WHAT TO DO.
There is comfort in the knowlege so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
fulfills every- wish in relieving pain in
the back, kidney’s, liver, bladder and
every part of the urinary passages.
It corrects inability to bold urine and
scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomps that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to get up
many times during the night to urinate.
The mild and the extraordinary effect
of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful cures
of the most distressing cases. If yon
need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists, price fifty cents
and one dollar. You may have a
sample bottle and pamphlet both sent
free by mail. Mention the Banner
and send your address to Dr. Kilmer A
Co , Binghamton, N. Y. The proprietors
of this paper guarantee the genuineness
of this offer.

More than two-thirds of the cotton
produced in this country is exported,
and an import duly of a thousand per
cent, would not affect the market price
in the smallest degree. The little for
eign cotton that is used ty our manu
facturers is imported because its pecul
iar fiber is deeired ft r special purposes
and not because it is (heap. It will be
needed just the same, in spite of any
duty. The action of the Senate, there
fore, in imposing an import duty on
While picking berries on her father's
cotton, for the firet time in our history,
farm, north of Wellsville, Tuesday. Miss
is
utterly
futile
and
foolish.
Its wonderful
Lena Irenes, sister of the City Solictor
of Wellsville, was bitten by a copper
Rutblican Ex-Congressmen are head snake. Her recovery is doubtful.
taking about any old thing of an office
that conies within their reach these days
There Is a Class of People
are due to the scientific
The latest catches in this line were Ex- Who are injured by the use of coffee.
roasting it receives — a
Congressman Andrews, of Neb., who Recently there hi.8 been placed in all
has been nominated to be Auditor for the grocery stores a new preparation
process used by no other
the Treasury Department, and Ex-Con called GRAIN-O, made of pure grains,
mill.
•
gressman Brown, of Pa., who has been that takes the place of coffee. Tlie
Save the Trade Marks
nominated to be Auditor for the War most delicate stomach receives it with
out distress, and but few can tell it from
Department.
coffee. It does not cost over 1 as much.
Mr. Caffery, of Louisiana, declares Children may drink it with great bene
that “a public man who is confined fit. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package.
within the narrow limits of a selfish in Try it. Ask for GRAIN-0.
terest'is not fit to hold a seat in the
Mrs. James Lundy, of Osborn, aged
United States Senate.” And none of
years, was fatally injured in a runa
his colleagues raised the point that it 66
way accident while driving to Springand get your choice of
was unparliamentary to thus impeach field, Tuesday, with her granddaughter
the Senate by wholesale.
and her little son. The little boy was
badly bruised about the bead.
Secretary Gage told a iot of ban
In one pound
and Smoke Your Life
queters
who were drinking foreign wine Don’t Tobacco Spit
Away.
packages only.
If
you
want
to
quit
tobacco using easily
from golden goblets nt Cincinnati re
and forever, be made well, strong, magnetic,
AT ALL GROCERS.
cently, that the dawn of prosperity was full of new life and vigor, take No-To-Bsc,
wonder-worker that makes weak men
at hand. 1 he Secret*:y was evidently the
strong. Many gain ten pounds in ten days.
at that stage of the game, when he Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac from
own druggist, who will guarantee a
made this remark when air ships were your
cure. Booklet and sample mailed free. Ad.
visible and mistook one of tlie imagina Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.
ry living machines for old prosperity.
Y. S. SArgis, a student of the Ohio
Wesleyan University at Delaware, and a
Wheat is the best bedding for pigs.
native of Armenia, while lifting a heavy
trunk broke liis left shoulder bone
Rye straw often has a black dust on it
square off.
that gives the skin, especially of white
hogs, a dirty appearance. Oat straw
Always take the wife's advice about
making the garden, but don’t let her do
usually has more or less rust. It may
-wthe hard work. It may seem puttering
seem to some that a clean, pink-white
The only medal awarded to
work, but if so plant in long, straight
►kin is not very important in a pig, but
sarsaparilla at the World’s Fair,
rows with room enough lietween to use
it is an indication of health. A pig will
the cultivate r freely. In this way by
1893, at Chicago, was awarded to
horse power much more can be accom
always keep on growing so long as his
plished, and the labor being used eco
skin is clean and hair smooth. When
nomically. and on rich land, will make
the hair liegins to curl and grow long,
more profit than the like amount of
and the skin looks d>ngy and rusty, look
labor on any part ot the farm outside
out for a setback.
the garden.

JHLSIY
STRENGTH AND
RARE FLAVOR

Presents Free.

The Medal Medicine
Is the Model Medicine.

Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla.

di
*¥<

having the option of taking either gold
or silver for their debts, naturally take
gold, which is enhanced in value. The
Government now uses the standard sil
ver dollars coined to redeem the silver
certificates issued in 1890, if presented
in no less quantity than $500 at any one
time.
Are standard silver dollars now in cir
culation redeemable in gold?
No. Iking considered a standard
coin of the U. S. they are not redeem
able. Tlie reason for this is no doubt to
be found in the fact that they are a
legal tender the same as gold, and the
Government makes no discrimination
between its legal tenders,
There is nq coin of the U. 8. redeem
able in gold. Whatever of our money
ia redeemable, is redeemable simply in
“lawful money,” and lawful money
pieans either gold or silver, at the op<
tjon of the Government,
Bid not tho Government promise to
pay tlie soldiers in coin, during the re
bellion?
Yes, the Government so promised, but
as heretofore shown, it was unable to do
so, and issued $<X),OOO,O(X) legal tender
paper money which it made as good as
coin. It paid the soldiers for their ser
vices and the farmers for tlieir products,
in this money. But the paper money
issued after this was, ag heretofore
shown, purposely depreciated, and who
ever received it was swindled, for this
paper money was worth only 88 cents
in 1862. 69 cents in 1863, 49 cents in
1864, and 63 cents in 1865, compared
with gold or the other full legal tender
paper money. I have always claimed
that the Government still owes the sol
diers a great part of tlieir salary, and if
it woqltl pay them what it awc» them,
hqt few would have to beg for a pen
sion.
1 have now in eighteen articles ex
plained the finance question, I believe
satisfactorily, and have answered such
questions as were sent me. Should any
reader of this paper desire further in
formation on any particular phase of
this subject, if he will write to me direct
or to this paper, I shall be pleased to
give such information as lies within my
power.
In conclusion 1 would suggest that the
reader who has saved these articles,
paste them in a scrap book and circu
late them among his neighbors, to do
missionary work.
I hope to keep in touch with the
many new friends found, and will occa
sionally, as time permits, write an arth
cle for the good of my brother men for
this paper. Hoping that my labor has
not been in vain, and knowing what I
have written is truthful, and hacked by
statistical and official facts, I hope it
will hear fruit a hundred-fold, and be a
small contribution on my part to assist
ing man to help himself.
Yours for Humanity,
Hugo Peever.
885 St. Clair at, Cleveland, O.
Chinese Explorers.

The evidence is accumulating that
the western coast of Mexico was settled
or at least visited by Chinese 20 centur
ies or more ago. The stone situated in
the Magdalena district, Mexico, recent
ly discovered, with Chinese characters
inscribed upon it, has just been visited
by Sen Yup, a well educated Chinaman
of Guaymas. Tlie latter copied the in
scription, and from the translation al
ready completed it is shown that the
characters were inscribed on the stone
over 20 centuries ago. It is also learned
that there are ancient Chinese tombs
and mounds near the Jojoba mining
camp, Mexico. These tombs and
mounds have never been explored, as
they are in a rough and almost impen
etrable section of country.

There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country* than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
was supposed to be incurable. For a
great many years doctors pronounced it
a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced
it incurable. Science lias proven catarrh
to be a constitutional disease and re
quiring constitutional treatment. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J
Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It is
taken internally in doses from 10 drops
to a tcaspoonful. It acts directlv on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for circulars
and Testimonials.
Address.
F. J. CHENEY A OX, Toledo, O
by Druggists 75c.
The lifeless body of H. G. McPherson
was found by his family near his home
at Georgetown with a bullet bole
through his brain. McPherson was iu
good circumstances, and lived in a pa
latial home which he seemed to enjoy
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lie Drifted Out to Sea, and Was Pick
cd Up By an American. VcmmcI.
[81. Louis Republic.]

Peter Macher, the manager of Carl
Schult'sIroupe of great Danes, now on
exhibition At the Hagan, claims to be
the only full-blooded Eskimo at present
in the United States.
Macher was born nearly 40 years ago
at Davis Inlet, a British possession lying
considerably north of Labrador, and
spent tlie first 30 years of his life at that
place. He then secured the British con
tract for carrying the mail from Riglets
to Alexandria, a distance of 71 miles,
and moved to the former place.
Absolutely Pure.
Riglets being situated in the northern
Celebrated for its great leavening
and healthfulncsK. Assures the
port of Ijtbrador, it consumed a week’s strength
food against alum and all fornih of adul
teration common to the cheap brands.
time to make the round trip, which was ROYAL
BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORKmade with dogs and sled.
He who has much fruit can hardly
In the central portion of the territory
is a body of water called Hunter’s Bay, hope to preserve it without some kind
cold storage, for thus kept the loss
nearly foqr miles wide. To save u de of
from shrinkage and rot will be compar
tour of eight or ten miles, Macher al atively small. A cellar with heavy
ways crossed thia bay, which was froxen stone or brick walls, built into the side
the year round to such an extent as to of a bill, can be cheaply made and will
be very satisfactory.
admit of traffic, although it was at times
attended, during the summer months,
Do You Feel Run Down.
with perilous incidents, of which fact
Macher was well aware.
If you are miserable, feel run-down
On one of his trips, over four years and have no energy, take that great
ago, in tne latter part of May, as he ap invigorator, Dr. John W. Bull’s Pills.
proached the bank of the bay, he heard “Mrs. Jcuuio Black, of Angola, Iud.,
a grinding noise, a sound that generally writes that many of her acquaintances
precedes the breaking up of the ice. speak very highly of the pills and so
Macher at first hesitated about driving does she. She took I)r.Bull's Pills as a
over the water, but, being a little be tonic, and they did her much good.”
hind time, he finally concluded to risk Dr.JohnW. Bull's Pills (sixty iu a box)
it. The rest of the story is liest told in cost but 25 cts.; trial box, 10 cts.,at deal
Moeller’s own words:
ers, or by mail. A. C. Meyer & Co.,
“M hen I reached the center of the Bal to., Md. Leave substitutes alone.
Sold by
hay I heard several sharp noises that
Craft & Taugher, East Side Public Square.
resembled pistols shots. Fully realizing
1113' predicament, I threw myself on my
A Natural Question.
sled (I was at the time walking beside
He—No, I couldu’t go to Furope this
it), and whipped up my dogs. An in year,because I bad to have my plumbing
stant later a crevice formed in the ice done over.
and 1 had barely time to roll off the
She—When does your plumber sail?
sled when both it and the dogs went
One Hundred Doses One Dollar is
under. 1 got up and staggered back
when a ditzy feeling came over me and peculiar to and Due only of Hood's
I fell in a faint When I recovered con- Sarsaparilla. It is economy to buy
aciousness, about, I suppose, two lours Hood’s
later, I was Boating south ward on a large
The Heal Cause.
lloe of ice. The water around me was
“Do you suppoee scorching is the
filled with ice ffoes, and I think if I had
cause of all these bicycle faces we bcc?”
tried, I oould, by dexterously jumping
“Shucks, no! In nine cases out of ten
from one lloe to the other,have succeed
it’s the installment plan.”
ed in reaching the shore. But I waa in
dazed condition and soon afterward
Great enlhusiasni is manifested by
again relapsed into unconsciousness.
many persons whose hair has been re
“I did not reoovered until the next stored to its natural color by using Hall’s
morning. When I looked around no Hair Rencwer, a preparation of unsur
land was to be seen. I think that I passed merit.
must have been fully 20 miles from the
Its Limits.
shore. The floe I was on was about the
Bond—Don’t you find it hard to tell
largest I had ever seen, but I knew at
where Harlem begins and ends?
best it could not last over three daye.
Pruyn—Not with me. It began when
If 1 were not picked up in that time my
I got $1,200 a year, and it’lend when I
doom was sealed. I thought, and for the
get $3,000.
lime I forgot that I had had nothing to
eat for the preceding 24 hours. I deter
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
mined, however, to make the best of it,
Ths Beat 8alve in the world for Cuts
and all that day scanned the horizon for Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, 8alt Rheum, Fever
Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
the approach of relief. But none came; Sores,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positivecures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
the night passed away, as did the suc
uarauteed to give satisfaction or money Te
ceeding day,
nded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale
“Tlie following night I heard the ice bv Geo. R. Baker A Son’e.
22feb-lv
cracking on the edge and knew it was
Dog Whips an Alligator.
but the beginning of the end. I closed
That a dog may best an alligator ap
my eyes, hoping to be asleep when the
final crash came. But sleep came not. pears by the experience of Hon. D. B.
During the entire night I could hear the Staurt, of Victoria, Fla. His dog was
ice cracking as if it were sounding my swimming in a lake there, when Mr.
death knell. With the approach of day Stuart, seeing a gator coming, called to
I again began to hope. I watched all the dog to come ashore. Tlie dog start
morning for a vessel, but in vain, and I ed, but tlie alligator was gaining, when
gave myself up as lost. But about 2 the dog turned and seized it. Both went
o’clock in the afternoon I was sighted by down, but the dog came up unharmed*
an American trading vessel, picked up and the alligator with a lacerated jaw.
and carried to New York. Relief came
How?
none too soon, for I had not been on
Jones—I lived in a house that was
board 15 minutes before the ice broke condemned, but I paid no rent.
Bones—How was that?
with a terrible crash.”
Jones—The building settled.

POWDER

Their Revenge.

“Great Scott!” ejaculated the washingmachine agent, as the village band
lounged by. “That is the most extra
ordinary-looking gang of musicians I
ever saw! The drummers are smoking
their pipes ss they march, and every
man in the oufit is dirty and ragged,
and they all look as if they are too in
fernally lazy to drag one foot after the
other. And their music is as bad as
llieir appearance!”
“That’s so.” replied the Russetviile
grocer. “They are the regular town
loafers, and when we merchants made
an agreement and fired ’em out of our
stores they combined and started that
band out of revenge.”
A Queer Judgment.

Can’tgl

-

This is tht complaint of
thousands at this season.
They have no appetite; food
lb
does not relish. They need the toning upof
the stomach and digestive organs, which
a course of Hood’s Sarsaparilla will give
them. It also purifies and enriches the
blood, cures that distress after eating and
Internal misery only a dyspeptic can
know, creates an appetite, overcomes that
tired feeling and builds up and sustains
the whole physical system. It so prompt
ly and efficiently relieves dyspeptic symp
toms and cures nervous headaches, that it
seems to have almost “ a magic touch."

Hood’s

An Atchison (Kan.) mother goes once
a month to Court and takes out judg
ments for $10 each against her two sons,
the money Ix-ing due according to an
agreement the consideration named in
which is that the mother shall refrain Is the best — in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
from annoying the sons by her presence ■ ■
are the best after-dinner
or talk. She says that the sons have Hood S Pills pills, aid digestion. 25c.
defaulted in payments since last fall.

Sarsaparilla

The Senate’s Traditions.

“It is very astonishing,” said ;a Sena
Just try a 10c. box of Cascarets, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever tor recently, “how many traditions pe
made.
culiar to the Senate, which date back to
Precise experiments have shown that its origin, have recently disappeared.
it is very nearly impossible to feed in When I took my seat, seven years ago,
such a manner that a pound of pork quill pens were still in general use, and
can be produced with profit from anv no one ever thought of using a blotter:
animal over a year old. To keep tht
hogs through two winters is an antiqua that was altogether too common and
ted method.
commonplace. The ink was dried with
Casi-arets stimulate liver, kidneys and sand thrown from boxes, which were
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe supplied to every desk. Today the
only man in the Senate who uses a
A Kansas Solomon.
quill pen is Senator Morrill, of Ver
In Jewell Ct unty, Kansas, when
mont, and he is too old to be converted
Judge, before whom a father had
to a steel point. As for sand lioxes, a
brought his eightteen-year-old daughter
few of them are still in use, but before
on a charge of insanity, found that the
many years have gone by they will be
father's real object in the proceedings
preserved only as curiosities.”
was to prevent her from marrying the
young man of her choice, he called the
Camels at the Plow.
lover, who was among the spectators and
Four camels have been succeeefully
performed the marriage forthwith.
acclimatized in Poland by Court Sigismund Shorzewski, who has had them
When He Quailed.
Quericus—Did you experience a sen broken to the plow on his estate of
sation of fear, Captain, during an en Chemiejer, in the province of Foeea.

Skim milk is an excellent human
food. It makes muscle. If the milk
man can sell it for two cents a quart
that will be equal to $1 per 100 pounds
for it, and at such a price he will realize
good profit.
gagement?
Tlie Captain—Oh, no; not until after
Shake Into Your Shoes
the wedding.
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a jiowder for the
A Bright Youth.
feet It cures painful, swollen, smart
l’oet—But how do you know the edit
ing feet and instantly takes the sting out or is too busy to see me?
of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest
Office Boy—By de length of yer hair
comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s
The Latest Fad.
Foot-Ease makes tight-fitting or new
Weary Watkins—Wonder how it ’ud
shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure for
sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching work fer us to start out a couple of svffeet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drug ferin Greeks?
Hungry Higgins—I got a better one
gists anti shoe stores. By mail for 25
cents iu stamps. Trial package free. than that. We’ll pose as a pair of bull
Address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. ed bank depoaitors.

No Gripe
When you take Hood’s Pills. The big. old-fash
ioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
pieces, are not in it with Hood s. Easy to tako

Hood’s

and easy V> operate, is true
of Hood's Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All
druggists. 2Sc. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Fills
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NORTH LIBERTY

MIL.FORDTON.

Death of David Hunter, Sr., a Pioneer Movements of Milford Township Pecpie, aud the Visitors Coming Info
Citizen, Satorday-Visitors Coming
Their Midst.
and thdng.

— &U51 frier

SuttCr, l2i; etfgJ, !1

— James Irviue was released on bond
Saini.Uy. Martha F. Irvlt.e. Rebesca Babb
win ami A.G. DivKiasnii are sureties*.
— The Kokosing Cycle Club mails a run
Tuesday «venii g via the lower Frederick
town road to Bali’s croesii gaud return.
— 1! shop John A. Wareison, of ColuiDb is, will confirm a elajsof 93at St. Vine nt
de Paul's church, S utdsy af ermoii at three
o’clock.
— Frank Rob’nwn, liv'ng near Mi lwnod,
wai iejured by a breech pm in a slot gun
blowing cut end striking him in the fur.heal, last wenk
— The closing exercises of MiS3 Agnte
McGrew's kindergarten wilt occur Friday,
when an interesting and instructive pro
gram will be reudered-

8 HER1FFS SALE,

REPUBLICAN POW WOW.

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

Sarah Norriclr
Mens (oiut itridii Hchl Saturday in
Lincoln Club Rooms

Elizabeth Elliott et ai>
Knox Common Pleas.
virtue of an order of sale In partition
BYissued
out of the Court of Common
Pleas of Knox county, Ohio, and to me di
rected.
I
will
for sale at the door of the
And Hclfgates Selected to State Court House, offer
in Mt. Vcrnou, Knox county,
ou
Convent ion—The Hanna Men

in Full Control.

W. S. SPERRY,
flie People’s Dry Goods Store.
’ a** V** •

Satunby, the 10th Day of Jaly.W,

Between the hours of l p. m. and 3p.m. of
said day. the following described lands and
tenements to-wlt:
Situate in thecounty of Knox, in the State
If one Robert Fi: zs unnons, !<■• g aud
of Ohio, and in Broun township, to-wit:
Thomas L. Smith amt wife visited the
I)nvid Hunter, Sr , » pioneer < f this town
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
1 >nky, wh» by dint of u strong right arm
1st parcel: Being the south forty acres of
ship, di<id at bis borne, one half mile s »uth lat’er’s parents at II inter, Sunday.
has made famous a knockout blow, bad the east half of the northeast quarter of
Miss Deha Rice aud little biothtr, Percy,
section 7, township 8. and range II. U. S. M.
of this place, of heart di-i-ase, ot> Saturday
been aiihin the pale of the Lincoln Cmb lands, subject to sale at Zanesville, Ohio.
at nine o’clock. The remains were of C ilumbus, aie si>ending thtir vacation
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38. evening
better description see deed record PP.
rooms Saturday afternoon he could have For
buried in the North Liberty cemetery on With relatives at this place.
pages 22 and 827. Knox county. Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. L II Burgess and Mr. and
outlay afternoon.
I
2d parcel: Being forty acres of tbe south
added to his list of upper cuts and shott
Mbs Anna Cocai.our. of Shelby, 19 visit Mis.T. D. Wane visited Mr. Albin Mote
of the west half of the northeast quar
arm punches. It would doublets have been half
laud and wife, of near Lock, l.st Wednes
ter of section 7, township 8, range 11. ot the
ing fneutla near lids place.
flOlilT VSBStl. OHIO.
I
dilforent fiom any mode of warfareenq loy- U. S. M. lands, subject to sale at Zanesville,
Mr. Donald, of Kinoes is v's ting at KH day.
I
£2fXplanation
.
.
.
I
Ohio.
For
better
description
see
deed
rec

llirry
W.
Pickin
started
for
Wisconsin,
Cunningham's, ’his week.
— The Vance Cadets arrived home from ed by that gentleman, but it is baldly quea- ord JJ. page 2U3. Knox countv, Ohio.
Miss Blanche Butisaandnn-tbe-, of Bnck- Tnu'bday. and expect* to tie gone ten days.
3d parcer. Commencing fifty rods south
THURSDAY MORNING..... JUNE 24, 189?
tiorable
whether
he
has
anything
on
his
camp
Monday
evening,
tired
and
sunburn

Edward Moats, of Elisun, Ouie, is the
City, are visiting st Liu Law’s, this
of the northeast corner of the north forty
, --A
— ■---- — eye
S The prices at which we are
guest of bis grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. ed after a week spen* at Chillicothe They list that is more effoitive- By a single acres of the east half of the northeast
week.
of section 7. township 8. and range
William
Moats.
stioke U-rry Critchfield won a char ai d quarter
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beall, of Wooster,
were
well
pleasnd,
however,
with
their
eiselling shoes for nteu, women s
If. of the V. S. M. lands, subject to sale at
If Wall street is really paying those are visiting at P. M. Buruetts.
Mr Cring, the medicine man from C »tidecisive j oint for the Hannaites, leavi< g Zanesville, Ohio: thence 8o rods west; thence
g
and children render* sotne sort
pe ience.
dit
Corners,
was
the
guest
of
Miss
Hattie
discredited ex-Congreesmen who are go
30 rods: thence east so rods: thence
§ of an explanation necessary.
hem masters of the fi Id over the poiitic»l south
Rockwall, Sunday evening.
north 30 rods to the place of beginning, con
—
A
lad
named
B.ech,
residing
on
E.st
ing about the country lecturing on
taining fifteen acres. For better descrip
5 An over-stocked New York 8
CENTERBURG.
Fiont street, shot a smaller brother iu tbe remains of the folluweis of the man of tion see book XX, pages 318 and 349. Knox
“honest money,” then Wall street is
X market, ready money to onr
rebel
flag
fame.
The
whole
thing
was
done
county.
Ohio,
deed
records.
for. hr id wlilt an air gun lust week, while
DEMOCRACY.
a credit in the bank, a shrewd
4thparcel: Being situated in the north
not the shrewd business thoroughfare it Death of Rowland Rogers, an Old and
playing tbe wild west act. The boy is not with such neatness and precision, and the west quarter of section 7, township 8, range
g buyer on the spot—that is the
gag
so rllective that it would have cost a 11, of the U. S. M. lands, subject to sale at
has so long received credit for.
Esteemed Citizen—Numerous Visit Death of an Infant from a Cancerous seriously injured.
§ position in a nutshell. Ilunman his political chancss to hive gotten in Zanesville, Ohio, and commencing at the
southeast corner of said northwest quarter,
O dreds are benefitting daily by
— A picuic of ihe Episcopal churches of
Growth—The K. G. E. Hold Memorial
ors.
ihe
wsy
of
ihe
slate.
Ins'ead
of
allowing
running
thence
north
24
rods:
thence
west
su
Here is the Republican remedy for
g our good fortune and foresight.
Columbus together with M msticld, New
Mrs. Garuott, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, ia
rods:
thence
south
24
rods:
thence
east
80
Services.
the convention to choose its own chairman cods to the place of beginning, estimated to
Will you be one of them?
the currency famine: First appoint in visiting friends and relatives in this vicinThe infant daughter of Calvin Mager9 ark, Galena and this city, has been an Harry Critchlield, who is chairmau of the rontain 12 acres (see book XX, pages 347 and
g Here are a few inducements
ternational commissioners to junket
died
on
Tuesday
itie
15th,
death
resulting
nounced
fo
take
place
at
Lake
Hiawatha
348.
Knox
county.
Ohio,
deed
records):
also
Miss Addie Cook is visiting Columbus
County ex-cutive committee, on behalf of all that tract of parcel of land situated and
•- f »r you to j 'in the ranks:
from a cancerous growth under its tongue Paik in the near future.
over Europe—more salaries and heavy friends.
w
that organization, presented a name which biingin the conntv of Knox and State of
Mrand
Mrs.
Magers
have
the
entire
sym

. 11 Bishop and wife and C. W, Coe and
and described' as follows: Beginning
expenses. Next appoint a monetary
— A Mr. Herrick, redding on the Co’- heeaid was the choice of that committee. Ohio,
of the community.
Ladies’ Fine Kid Lace,
at a stone 24 poles north from the southeast
wife speni a few days with J. M.Soinb, at pathy
Miss Eliza Porter gave a musical enter ville faint, east of the city, Cuud 3 coa's, a That man was a Il-nna man and what he corner of the northwest quarter of section
commission to monkey with the busi Cuvalv'ga Fall?.
tainment
Wedoesdav
evening
in
honor
of
$1.00
7,
townships,
range
11;
thence
north
58
poles
l>air of trouser?, a suit of underwear and a did to the other fellows would be a long to a stone, witness tree black oak ten inches
Columbus Ewalt, of Mt. Vernon, was in
ncsa at home—more salaries aud heavy
her brother and Mr. Pox. of Shelby.
our town one day last week.
sweater
in
his
Lay
mow,
Friday.
The
in
diameter,
south
54
links,
ditto
8
inches
in
Ladies
’
Fine
Kid Button,
story,
full
of
harrowing
particular.
Once
game of base ball wa9 played between
expenses.
P. 8. Keiser came over from Mt. Vernon. theA Ankneyt'.wn
north 57yj, west 21 links; thence
and Howard teams, the goods were part of those stolen jfrom the in control, the administration men ruled diameter:
west 18 poles to a stone, witness tree, black
Tbuisday, and examined the condition of rrsult being II >ward was defeated; score 23
$1.00
oak. ten inches In diameter: north 82. east
store of L. A. Quaid.
with a high and mighty band.
For the nine months of this fiscal the telephone wires after the recent storm. to 4.
12H links: thence south 42 degrees, west 78
Misses’ Fine Kid Plain Toe,
L. B. Houck, of Mt. Vernon, was seen on
—
A
double
tpiarteit,
to
be
known
as
St.
and 40-JOD poles to a stone, witness tree
Though
the
performance
was
billed
for
The K. G. E. held memorial service in
year ending March 31, the excess of ex our streets las* Thursday.
chestnut,
48 inches diameter: east 17 links
Pant's
Male
Quartette,
has
been
organized
the Eagle Hall Sabbath alternonn at 3
half
past
one,
it
WBSSoiuewh.it
later
when
50c
thence
east
6U.8
poles
to
the
place
of
begin
Mrs.
John
Robison,
of
Buckeye
C'ty,
ports over imports was $323,381,519,
o'clock. Kev. Williams, of Mt. Vernon, in this city by the f dlowir.g young gentle llarri C i'chfield rapped the performers io ning. witness tree, white oak. 38 inches in
a few days with her daughter, Mrs. C. gave the memorial address.
i
something unparalleled in the history of spent
diameter:
south
34^4.
east
12H
links
supposed
Men
’
s
Fine Shoes,
J. Jeppesen, last wtek.
Tbe I. O. O. F.
will have their men: John Devoe, Fred Jones, Paul Brent, order and named \V. L. C.ry, Jr. as chair to contain ifiacrex; see book KK. pages5o6-7-8
the country. Tins is under the Wilson
David Rogers, of Carnegie, Penn., was memorial
Knox
county.
Ohio,
deed
recorus.
The
land
Ed.
Parker,
Will
Arnold.
Wilmot
Sperry,
mau. Mr. Cary almost talked the au lienee
$1.00
service next Sunday at two
I
descrilied in this 4th parcel is estimated to
law, and if the Dingley bill becomes a called here last week by the death of his o’clock at the M. E. church.
Wm. Welbhymer, thas. Owtn
into a hypnotic Hate from which they wire contain about 28 acres.
brother.
Men
’
s
Working
Shoes,
Mias
Lillie
Elliott
has
returned
afer
5th parcel: The following premises, situ
law the figures will soon be on the other
Supt. Frank U. Roberts attended the Re being absent f r several weeks.
— For the Ohio State Teachers’ Associa with difficulty aro-used to give the glad ated
in the county of Knox and State of
1.00
side, for expoits of manufactured goods publican State convention, at Toledo, Tues John Nixon lias commenced bis new tion tomention the C., A. .t C. R’y will sell hand to the advance agent. When hia Ohio, and being part of lots No. 16 and 17. in
0
day and Wednesday.
the village ot Jellowav. formerly called
will cease.
excursion tickets io Toledo, O. and reluin name was mentioned a weary ripple of ap Brownsville, and being all of said lots, ex
Kimmel Weick. of Otrville, O., and < 'hr s’ barn.
Mr. Alva Dowds was in town Sunday.
plause played over the crowd, who soon cept some 17 or 18 feet at the south end of
Weirick, of Sedalia. Mo., are the guests of
The Odd Fellows went to Butler to at at rale of one fare f»r the r. und trij
lot just what the store house stands on said
These goods are genuine bar
Ikcoksidkbate people are reminding their nephew S S McCracken.
Tickets oq sale June £8 and 29tb, gooJ relapsed iuto a comf triable attitude. C. C. store room Is about 18 feet by 58 feet from
tend
memorial
service.
gains and have to oe seen to be
Rowland Rogers was born near Burgessthe street. For better description see deed
Dr Leonard has been fixing up ir. grand going only on date of sale end good re lams was ebessn secretary.
the advocates of a “sound currency town, Washington county. Pa., October 21,
appreciated.
We have all the new
record JW. page aab, of the Knox county deed
by building a new picket fence around turning until July 3, inclusive. Rate Irom
0 styles and colors in UP-TO-DATE
Oa motion of II. D. Critchfield a com records.
system” that they predicted last year 1810. He came to Ohio in September, 1842, style
SHOES.
his
home
and
painting
everything
whi
e.
1st. 2d. 3d and 4tn parcels appraised at *2.503
mittee of five a as appointed to draft suitsettled on a farm near Bloomfield,
that McKinley’s election was all that and
Children's day was observed nt the M. E. Mt. Vernon, only $3.70.
5th parcel appraised at 47t*).
where be remained nearly forty years, be- church
able resrdution?. Tue gentlemen appointed
Terms
of Sale -q cash. *» in one year and S
Sunday
night
with
appropriate
ex
— Word coniei from M »rtinsburg of a
SAVE YOUR
was necessary to release a vast amount inc married to Harriet Lyon January 4, ercises. The children did exceedingly well
years from day of sale: deferred pay
were, II. D. Critchfield, A. J. Workman, in two to
bear 6 per cent interest, payabli
of capital which was tied up by reason 1843. To them six children were born, and it was very much enjoyed by the old distriusing accident that befell the eighteen Ben Anns, Be -jimiu Durbin and B. L. Mc- ments
annually,
and
be
secured
by
notes
and
DOLLARS
tlu-ee of whom survive him: Mrs. Mary A.
month's old child of Mr. and Mrs. l harks
mortgage on premises sold.
of the timidity of its possessors. Per Hicks, Mt. Martha Mellinger, of Center folks.
E r->y.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
CxiU
h*rs.
Sat
unlay.
The
child
was
play

By buying your footgear of
haps the capitalists have not fully re burg, and Webs’er Rogeis, of BloomfiridSheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
W L MtEltoy offered a motion that out
ing and f 11 into a kettle of boiling wait r
Fifoeen yeara ago Mr. Rogers moved to Cen
FREDERICKTOWN.
Lewis B. Hoc<tc. Attorney.
covered from their fright, or the reac terburg,
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turn the tide of the civil war.
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cific coast house, the sugar iruat has 9, Our
J. C. Armsthong,
in favor of Bladensburg. Hurrah for our the air at tbe same time and causing them Mt. Vernon only one dollar. Half fare
So by using a reliable g
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JOHN
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for
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G. W. Armstrong.
Spring Medicine you may tuni 0
Reuben Elliott and wife, Mr. and Mrs to alight simultaneously, ihe cigar in his
„„w sugar in thia country, imported un. . . FOR . . .
the tide of your health.
Special train will leave Mr. Verroaai9:lS
Boyd, of Salem, Neb., were tbe guests of mouth, the hat on his head and the shoe on
We have the facilities to §
,l„ the old tarifi to escape increased Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Fowls.
his toot. Tbe performance closes with a a m.. Sunday.June 27. for Columbus.via C , Notice Io
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Mrs. Z. A. Neely is rapidly recovering comedy sketch by Baker and Lynn, sup A’. A <!., returning will leave a 6:30 p. ra.
prepare any mixture you de- 8
...ration under the new, which increaae
MEALED PROPOSALS will be received by
from a badly sprained ankle.
Sweet Peas, Nasturtiums and other Flow
sire or we can furnish the best
ei, remembered, ia for the eventual
the CommiKsionersof Knox County .Ohio, er Seeds on sale. Opposite St. James Hotel.
Emma Gardner has moved bick to tbe ported by the enliie company, which is Tickets also good returning on train No. 27
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Mrs. Mary Matthews, of Zanesville, his
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mate the new tariff will increase the l>een visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Sales By the Sheriff.
Wednesday. July 7th, 1S97,
game between Coluntbu? nnd Ind a apolis
” Iue of thi. sugar $10,000,000. It may P. lies?.
Saturday, July 3d, the Robert Miller resi V.’esti rn League.
For a bridge superstructure over the Mo
Win.
Melick
made
some
flyiog
tripe
to
hican river at Butler’s Ford. Jefferson town
even exceed this two or three mtlhons Fredericktown and Jersey, last week, on dence property, on East Gambier street, thii
For the Democrat'c State Convention the ship.
Manufacturers of the new Improved.
of dollars. It stands for a clear profit btrsiness.
DRUGGIST.
city; appraised at $2,000: Greer A Greer and C., A. ife C. railway will sell excursion tick
Plans and specifications can be seen at the Hot Air Furnace; patented August,
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Saturday, July 3-1, about 100 acres in fire for the round trij . Tickets on sal- Bank doing business in Knox County. Ohio,
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Of thi. in the way sogar stock advanced
Wni Harris and wife, of Mt Vernon,
drawn to the order of the Auditor of Knox UNEXCELLED
IN POINTS OF
when the schedule that pawed spent Sunday with John Martin aud Jefferson township, appraised nt $1900; suit June 28 and 29. to'd going only on date of County. Ohio, shall be deposited with the
in price
of Jobu B. Dete vs. James W. Baker; W. II. sale and good returning until July 1. in- Auditor on or before 10 o’clock on the day of
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Call an or address
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Banning Block, *
Kev- Eglen, of Gambier, will till the
on sale on June 23 and 24, g'»id going only
By order of the Commissioners.
£ CATARRH CURE will Jo it for 25c.
Elliott
aud
others.
L.
B.
Houck,
attorvHHCed in price $5 a share. That stood place of R*v. Beeman, next Sunday, nt tbe
Or S. R.GOToKAI.kSix-.,
on date if rate aud good returning until
W. A. WANDER.
2 This remedy may be had at all Drug Stores. S
n-y.
June 23, icrlushe
Presbyterian cbti’ch.
Auditor Knox County. Ohio.
George Block, East Gambier street

$1.50 PEIt ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
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BARGAINS ON SALE TO-DAY.

Lot half wool ehallies were 20c now 121
Lot half wool challies were 25c now 19
One piece white figured Pongee silk 27
inches, 39c.
Two pieces pink figured Pongee silk 27 >
inches, 39c.
One piece lemon figured Pongee silk 27
inches, 39c.
One piece red figured Pongee silk 27
inches, 39c.

I
8

0

CRAPONS.

Ten pieces crapons were 20 and 25 now
• 10 cents.
WOOL DRESS GOODS.

One green figured was 35c now 19.
One green striped was 35c now 19.
One tan striped was 35c now 19.
Three light checks were 35c now 19.

W. S. SPERRY.
:xxxx:

8

j

NEW-

FINE DRESS SHOES

S
A

FOR..............

LADIES

L. H. LEW I S’City Shoe Store.

R. S. HULL,

Come early and see these goods in all colors,
Black, Tan, Chocolate, Wine and Green.
rFhe finest of goods for a low price direct
from manufacturer's hands. Call and see them,
whether you want to buy or not-

I

a*

gWash
Dress
S Fabrics.

A\ ORDIUNfB

♦♦
:♦ Shoo Fly! ♦♦♦♦
♦
We will make some
$
There will be ♦♦
♦$ no Hies on yon if ♦♦♦
important addi
tions this week to
♦
♦♦♦
♦ you go to
our already large
♦
♦♦♦
line- both in low
prices and hand
| Bogardus ♦♦♦
some styles.
♦♦♦
: & Co.’s ♦♦♦
♦♦ S Hosiery,
And get . . .
1 *
♦♦*
Have you heard
w
♦
SCREENS ♦
that we have one of
♦
the Best andCheapFor your .. .
♦♦♦
est lines of IIos♦
ieryintown?
>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

DO YOU SEE?

i A Penny Saved
Is a

| Penny Earned,
And

The Place to Save That Penny |
jej AT

5^

•7$

FRED A CLOUGH,

5T.

For Sun Umbrellas and Parasols.
Our supply of all
of these useful ar
ticles is growing
daily.

ciKsmraD

LONDON, CANADA.
Is brewed from the very best A SO. 111 ALT,
THE CHOICEST HOPS, AM) ABSOLUTELY
ITKE SPRING WATER. It is a perfectly

PURE, WHOLESOME,

NUTRITIOUS and
DELICIOUS

d. browning.

HEALTHIEST AND BEST^
(The Xe Fins Ultra)

Of all Winter Drinks. On draught at

Vcrntiii

The Mt.

nets,

Distilling Co.'s,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

6 to 12 Vine St,

F. J. D’ARCEY, MANAGER-tol-

Necessity

KOTICE.

DRINK,

With a very pleasant and most agree
able Hop after taste. It is the

Millinery

and E

3

NO. 11 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

Elegant Display of

Hats

^2

But don't take our word for it. Come and
st e for yourselves.

For Shirt Waists,
Collars, Belts and
Ties.

SPRIN5 MILLINERY!

■asi!iW5S&-

R. C. Mitchell, Son & Co.’s. |

Our Underwear is \|/
first class, both for
price and quality.
We have it for men,
women and chil
dren.

A.

I

w CEEAM - ALE

U

S

OR C3-KLTTS,

AT................

Agents for Mt. A ernon and adjacent towns.

McKEE,

STEVENS

Bridge Contractors.

Garden Seeds.

TBS MT, 7SSN3H WATS CO,,

g

i; Ed. Dever,

0

ETABLISHEO IS3L

John Cooper’s Agency.
Suci^ssor to HOWARD HARPER.
/<< al Enla't
It OUGHT, KOKH

Over

rire$38,000,009, Life.

RE.VTE1).

*3 000.000 Fidelity and Casualty i «anuiBa»inr a&«m
$ 1.500.000 Accident.
, INSURANCE ASSETS.

Millions in Old Reliable Coinpanies for General Insurance ou Most
Liberal Ti-riii«.
3>£a*caxle Templa,

.

.

.

X£T.

OXXXO.

~ How Many

|=SHiCKSHlNNY =

yor millions.

t5o Styles to suit all writsxs.au. stationers have them
£6 JOHU ST, H£W YORK-AHD CAMDEN, N. J.

8

g

0
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A PRETTY JUNE BRIDE.

-------- — --—

ixra^i«ftiwhBb»«.i lYnfaim'i ■

**4

SILENT MAJORITY.
Grar>dle: part lot 20 In Centerburg, $4,500.
Joseph Horn lo Nancy J. Horn,undivided
Miss Kate Rutli Neal Becomes (Ito
1 of 73 acres in Clay, $2,200.
BRENT.
Wife of Mr. David Kinley.
John C. Roberts aud wife to Grant Harris
Miss Francis Brent, ait aged and re8|>euted lady of East High street, died short
60 acres in Miller, $2,0<X).
<it.v Uoiniril iriranfs This ly after one o’clock Thuisday morniog, Of In the Heckle** Wliooting
The Annual Crop Turned
The prettiest June welding of the year Then Common Plea*Court
Sherman C. Scot*, and wife to T. C. Mc
of a Revolver
Privilege
was celabra'ed at the Presbyterian church,
Will Convene
bums received theeveuing before while en
Calla, west | of lot 37 in Israel A Devin s
a»o*c IT poll
at 6 o’clock Tuesday atiernoou, when Miss
gaged in filling a kerosene lamp. Tbe de*
addiliou to Mt. Verron,$51.33.
Kate Ruth Neal, the cultured and beauti
tails of the sad and terrible affair ere not
Wilson W. Sperry et al. to Harrison Bell,
To .1. <'. Cliihta niul .1. W definitely known, and the facts will never I* flic Nerioii* Charge
World* Which are Yet Uii- ful daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George D. To Finl»li Up th© Business 9.34 acres in Morgan, $370.66.
Neal, was united iu marriage with Mr.
be ascertained, as Miss Brent died without
Richard Purdy and wife to Jasper Purdy
Green Thursday.
Again*! Leu Keynol<l*.
of the Term.
eoii<|iiered.
David Kinley, dean of one of the depart
being able to tell of tbe accident that cost
24.5 acres iu Clay, $1,000.
ments of the Illinois 8tale Uuiversity. Tbe
Richard Hunt to Lyman Hunt, 1 acre in
her her life. She lived with her nephew,Mr.
Positive ludicfllions That Gas Can C F. Brent, at 120 East High street, occu A Siinda) Affray at Cave City That
High Schorl Graduates Orated in color scheme was green aud white, tlie dec Wills of Mi*8 Francis Brent anti Levi College, $187.
Be Found Within Five Miles of pying the east half of the house. Oo Wed
Nancy Beach et al. to Ciayton 11. Bishop
Called for the Presence of Sheriff
Sturts are Filed for Probate—Mrs.
Woodward Opera House Thursday orations being particularly artistic and
the City, Mest—They are to Have nesday evening Mrs. 0 F. Brent left the
Smoot* lo Arrest the Offender, Who
Alice Doyle Asks n Divorce—James part lot 21 in Centerburg, $1.
Morning and Were Banqueted on beautiful. The choir rail was Him med
with oak leaves aud the alter ban kid with
George W. Sampson to Dora B. Russell
the Mains Completed Within Two home and came down street to do some
Offered Much Kesistauce—Hearing
It. Heed Makes an Assignment—June
Friday Evening—St. Vincent de Paul’s branches of oak and large clusters of lilies
part lot 116, in Centerburg, $264.
shopping,the remainder of tbe family being
Tears.
Set for Tomorrow.
Weddings
Galore.
Exercises.
and field dait-es.
Justus D. Smoots, Sheriff, to Wm. Platz,
absent also, with the exception of Miss
Piomptty at five o’cbick Mis9 Margaret
west i lot 43 in Dawville. $870.
Brent, who was left alone. About six
For three hours the friends of the gradu Van Deman sang tlie wedding hymn, **O
A special meeting of the City Council was o'clock Miss Brent attempted to fill several
The usual 8unday quiet of the little vil
Judge Wickham on last Friday adSOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.
ying Ilea i, Trust On.” Mre. Wilber rurned Common Pleas Court until Friday,
ates crowded Woodward Opera House,
held Thursday evening for tbe purpoae of kerosene lamps aud it was this act that lage of Cave City, io the eastern part
morning, to listen to the crown piesided at the organ, the music gradually July 2, when he will again convene Court
isitors Here and Elsewhere—Sun granting a franchise for natural gas privi cost her her life. Mrs. Brent returned home of the county was seriously disturbed by a
Fusion Agreed Upon With the Populists Whereby They Thursday
ing efforts of the twenty-three youug ladies
ifihig iuto the wedding uurch as the for the purpose of hearing motions, con
lege?. All members were present except shortly and discovered a blaze in the kitch shooting affray, and for which one man is
dry Items of Gossip.
and gentlemen who have completed the bridal {arty entered.
Messrs. Welsh, Ransom and Coe. The en of Miss Brent’s apartments. She hur waiting a hearing on the charge of shoot
firming sales and disposing of snch routine
are to Have the Office of County
Mrs. Cliff Doty ia in Chicago on a visit. Clerk read the call and then Mr. Latimote ried in and called for “Miss Fannie," as she ing with intent to kill.
prescribed courteas laid down by the board
First came tlie tiny flower girl, Margaret business as may have accumulated. Decis
Commissioner.
of education. The exercises were begun Wilber, who was a veritable fairy in a ions will be handed down in a number of
About seven o'clock Sunday evening
Miss Ella Tilton is visiting telatives in introduced an ordinance granting to J. C. was commonly known about the house
shortly after nine o'clock, when tlie class dainty white frock, aud ths little page, cases he now has under advisement.
Childs and J. W. Green the right to lay hold. Looking behind tbe kitchen door, 8heriff Smoots received a telephone mes
Washington, Pa.
w»8 marched to tbe stage aud iotined in a Master Allen Wilber. They were immediMrs. E O. Arnold arrived home from within the Btree’s and alleys of the city na where flames were seen to be issuing, she sage from 'Squire Tucker, s'ating that L. E.
THE WILL OF LEVI STURTS.
tural gas pipes.
semi circle.
found Mis? Brent lying down and attempt Reynolds, the oil explorer, had gotten into
ely followed by the usbes. Prof. Tooke
Chicago
Sunday.
Tlie will of Levi Sturts was filed Tuesday.
TI1E RESOLUTIONS.
gar J to future political actior. The motion
The class ou tbe whole gave evidence tf and Mr. Clyde Matthews, of Uibxua. III'*.,
There were a number of restrictions ing to extinguish tbe flames with a rag. some difficulty and had shot at a man. Tbe
Mr. Charles W. Phifer is home from tbe
RESOLVED.'—Fire!, That we, the Drmoc prevailed and lie fhairmau appointed most thorough research and made a most nd M-. C. Wilson Baker and Mr Fiank He gives to his wife, Matilda Sturts, iu lieu
placed upon the franchise, as are ceeessary Her clothing was burning and the flames Sheriff asked if a warrant would be issued
of dower, the farm near Academia, contain O. W. U. at Deleware.
racy of Knot County, Ohio rf<» hereby reaffirm John M. Blodier, Clue A. Young and favorable impression with the audience.
in such cases. The privilege does not deny were fast enveloping her. She threw a ba- for Reynolds' arrest if he complied with
oung, of this city.
ing 36 acres. In case she marries, she is to
Mr. Heber McIntire, of the O. 8. U., ie any other company tbe right to obtain a Biu of water on the fire which partially their r* quest to come down, and waa in
The High School chorus furnished the
our belie/ in, and declare ia language unmis John W. McCarron.
Tl e maids. Miss M irgaret Van Dentan,
TO KCCOMMtKD DR0EOATR8.
music and the excellent training manifested of Washington C urt II mve, and Miss have no nee of eaid farm. At tlie death of home for the summer vacation.
takable, that the doctrine of free and unlimiie I |
simile* franchise. The lessees are required quenched it and then carried the burning formed that a warrant would be awaiting
Attorney Hugh Neal is in Knoxville, to have c-jmmen‘ ed the laying of pipes mass of flesh to the hydrant and turned on him. So leaving Deputy Sheriff Roll Tor
coinage nf silver ct the ratio of 16 to 1 t* the | Frank T. Meieer moved the appointment was due to the work of the musical instr uc Mary Baker, both charmingly gowned in his wife his executor is directed to sell his
rey io charge of the jail, he secured tbe
hope of the business and laboring classes of the , of a committee composed of a member from tor, Prof. Wbipple. The exercises were white organdie with ribbon trimmings, land at d divide (lie procteds among his Tenn., on important legal business.
within one year, and to have the same the wafer.
completed within two years.
country; anil ire do hereby instruct the delegatee i each precinct to recommend delegates and opened by prayer by Rev. Bradley, after came next, and were followed by the tnaid children equally. In cass his wife marties
Dr. Arndt was called and did everything services vf Deputy John Peoples and about
Mrs.
George
E.
Fisher
and
Miss
Hattie
is executor is to s»ll the farm immediate
f/ris day selected to a'tend the Stale Democratic. alternates ’o 'he Elate Convention The which the chorus Ave Vvrutn, by Gounod, of honor, Miss Anna Bogardus, who was
After the ordinance had received the possible to alleviate her suffering. She was nine o’clock started for the scene of hostili
ly
and divide the proceeds as before direct- Parr are v siting relatives iu Detroit.
motion
catried,
and
upon
the
rail
of
the
was
rendered.
The
graduates
and
the
sub

necessary two readings, and was up for final burned about the body and legs and ber ties.
Convention to cart their rotes for such candi
rarely beautiful tn a pink and white orgauMiss
Nannie
Trott
is
visiting
friends
and
Ilis son, Julius Sturts, is named as
It appears, from the story of the parties
passage, Mr. Appleton asked that the gentle arms weie also affected. She almost imme
dates for Siate offices only at ore in hearty uc-\ p-ecincts by the Secretary the following jects were as foliowt:
dic gown.
executor. The will was executed June 2, relativts in Danville and New Castle.
Our Foreign Policy, Philip Hyatt Tar ;
men take the floor and explain what they diately lapsed into unconsciousness, r*om who were present at the time the trouble
cord with the national platform of the Demo names were reported for this committee:
The bri'ie came loat, aicmipanied by her
1897,
and
whb
witnessed
by
Mary
Sturts
Masters George and Louie Beardslee have proposed to do. Accordingly Mr. Childs which she never rallied. The theory of an occurred, that Reynolds had asked J. N.
cratic party adopted at the Chicago Ctnivenlio.i. Berlin, Geo. Runimel; Btfler, Geo. Beal; Great Fires of History, Emma Eliza Clark; father. She was beautiful in a superb cre
ltd D. F. Ewing.
returned from Notre Dame university.
aro«e and staled that their object was to explosion is not believed, but it is thought Doolittle, a village blacksmith, to bring
Second, That we demand a reduction of the Brown, J. M. Motr; College, Robert Parker; Margins, Clara Louise Ros-; The Lost Arts, ation of white organdie and lace over
Mr. Luriger Milless spent Sunday in Hud develop for natural gas. They had artived that the lamp fell after being lighted and him to thia city. Doolittle replied that he
s ilarits of all public officials, ami a greater Clin'on, C. M. Kingsbury; Clay, George William Perry Welshymer; Modern Hero
liite silk. She wore a tulle veil, caUght
WILL OF FPAKCIS J. BREST.
in the city several days previous aud in tbe flames were communicated to her would not do so, giviug as his reason that
economy in the expenditure of all public mon O’Daniel; Ha Hson, W. Ullery; Howard. ism; Florence Mabel Fay; Inspiration, Au in place by a half wreath of orange blovsoma,
The will of Miss Brent was (ilea for pro jn, the guest of Miss Emma Wadsworth.
he bad brought Reynolds on several simi
ies, Io the end that compensation for such ser I^grnnd Britton; Hilliar, Frank T. Mercer; gusta And-ews Pearl; 8ucre-s in Business, nd car.’ed a bouquet of bride's roses. They bate Monday. By its provisions she beMr. A. Rosenthall, of Kenton, has been looking over tbe land west of the city had clothing
Miss Brent was a recognized Cb; stian lar trips and had never been paid for his
vices shall more nearly comport with the present Jefferson. Joseph Blubaogh; Liberty, Wm. John Frank Smith; Mastery cf Borks, Nel were met at the alter by tbe groom and pieathes to Samuel J. Bre.it, of Columbus, the guest of bis brother, Mr. I. Rosenthall. found positive indications of the existence
reduced prices of land and its products, com II Smith; Monroe, James Davis; Milford, lie Elizabeth Ball; Era of Progress, Nellie best man, Dr. Arthur Daniel'*, of Urbana, C. F. Brent, of this city, and Julius P.
Miss Mae Updegraff, of Pittsburg, is visit of gas They expected to explore the terri lady, being a devout member of Ihe Catho services. Reynolds then offered him ten
gia Virginia lit., where the solemn and beautiful cere Tardivell, of Q teb c, C inada, each seven ing Miss Addie Arnold, North Main Btreet. tory with their own mean? and expense aud lic church. 8he was born in Canterbury, dollars to do the work, but still Doolittle
modities ia general, and- to nil other classes of W. H. Perkins; Miller, II II. Eagle; Mor. Ewing; Vanishing Types,
11 they a?ked wss assurance from the Loudon December 1. 1819, and removed to refused, saying he did not want to bring
labor; and we hereby rtyucsl our Slate ilclegal-s ris, John Rinehart; Middlebury, J. C. Lev Neal; Dorothea Lynde Dix, Eleanor Bragg mony was performed under a wedding bell hundred dollars; to Miss Cecilia Rowley, of
Mr. Willard Armstrong came down from
Council that in case they found gas in suffi Flatbush, Conn., in 1832. Two years later him to the city, anyhow. This all took
to use their influence to have this idea ingrafts I ering; Morgan, Jacob Hays; Pike, T. Il Tier; * Not Failure but Low Aim ia Crime,” made of moss aud field daisie*. At the Columbus, three hundred dollart; to Miss Mansfield Sunday aDd visited his parents.
Simmons; Pleasant, J. M. Ul'e y; Union, Charles Sumner Owen; Lessous from the conclusion of the ceremony Mrs. Margaret Mary Craft, of this city, two hundred dol
cient quantities they would he granted a the family removed to Brown township, place in Doolittle’s house, while he was
into the coming State platform.
Mrs. 11. C. Devin and little son have gone
B. B. Ferenbaugh; Wayne, Marion Pottei; 8ta>a, Bertha Dee Styers; Speculation, Cor
Vaughan, in a peculiarly sweet vo ce, lars; to Bishop Watterson of Columbus, to Lake Wawaiee, Ind., to spend the sum franchise to lay their pipes through the this county. Site was a sister of Rev. Julius lying on the lounge, and who claims that
First ward, J. M. 8tyer»; Second waid, G nelia Maude Fultz; ‘ lt-i Builds too Low sang a benediction arranged from tbe five hundred dollars; to the Sisters of tlie
city. The territory they expect to develop Brent, and an aunt of Mr. C F- Brent aud when he refused to comply with Reynolds'
mer.
M Vor»; Third wa»d, S. II. Gotshall; Fourth Who Builds Beneath the Skies,” Stella Bach-Gounod Ave Maria.
THE STATE DFLEGATES.
lies within a radius of five miles westof the Mrs. George Craft, of this city. She was dernand.that the latter drew a pistol and shot
Good Shepherd, Calumbus, three hundred
Miss
Laura
Whiteside
returns
from
St.
ward, W. A.Sitcott; Fifth ward, D. B. Tut 8app; Look l’p, Ethel Iola Sapp; Value of
ALTKOUATKB.
alsosii aunt of Samuel Brent, of Columbus. through the wall over his head. He claims
A reception followed at the house, only dollar*-; to St. Mary's of the Springs con Mary's of the Springs, at Shepard, Thurs city.
IIRI.KUATKH.
tie; 8ixth ward, E B. Braddock.
Opposition, Stella Rosenthall; Tlie Harp of the relatives and roost intima* i friends of vent, Shepard, five hundred dollars-; to 8t.
Ihe Solicitor explained the matter o The funeral service was celebrited with re to have jumped and taken the pistol from
Frank Harper,
John M. Blocher,
Tbe following committee was appointed Education, Anna Gertrude Ransom; Un the bride being present. The b-ide and Vincent otphan asylum, Columbu®, three day.
Max Meyer?,
Lewi* It. Houck,
passing a resolution in which it would he quiem high mas? iu 8t. Vincent de Paul’s Reynolds, knocking him down. Reynolds
Mrs. William McCoy aud daughter, Miss
Justus D- Miiool •,
Kiner W. Tullosa,
to recommend delegates to the Senatorial crowned Kings, Wilmot tperry; Mission of groom lefi on a late train for the East, fol hundred dollars; to C. F. Brent, berdwelling
stated tLe franchise would be granted at ehutch Saturday morning, by Rev. L. W. began to fight him and he again knocked
David
W.
Struble,
Cha9. J. Updike,
Convention; Berlin, J. R. Bea’; Butler. J the Poet, Edith Gamma Bell; The Man at lowed by the best wishes of a host of fr ends house on Eist High street in this city, he to Dora, of Mansfield, are visitiog relatives iu some future time- Bethought the proper Mulbane, and interment was made in Cal him down. Then Reynolds secured a club
Jnmes F. Smith,
John 8. Schooler,
IL Yun Vi orbi*; Brown, J. W Boyd; Cd the Top, John Laboo Headiugton, Educa who wish them a long and happy voyage p3y to her executor $1,500 in annual pay the city.
and attempted to strike him and was again
Win. B. Heber,
way io be to grant the franchise at once, vary cemetery.
Dr H. 8. Darling,
Mrs Fred Cole arrived H the city Satur
Martin J. Horn,
l*ge, A. J. Bicke'; Clinton, J. B. Davie. tional Tendeiic'es, Mary Alice Ewing; The on the eea of matrimony.
Lewis G Welkrr,
knocked down. Bystanders inter vened,and
with proper lestrictions, as a promise by
ments
of
$250.
Sire
tequests
that
John
L.
day
from
L
ndon,
Eng.,
and
will
visit
rela

Lloyd M. Bell.
John 8. Barnhait.
Clay, Leander H»ye; Harrison, George Put Upper Tone, Anna Christina Phifer.
upon the advice of Mr. Mitchell, the inn
thia Council might not be considered bind
COATS.
Durbin be permitted to purchase her farm tive! he.-e
dy ; Howa d, Wm. Dutbin; Hilliar, Lloyd
At the close of the orations the class
keeper, Reynolds went to bis office.
ing upon a future Council.
Mrs.
Ida
Coats,
wife
of
Mr.
Charles
south
of
the
city
for
$7,-500,
in
six
annual
Unclaimed Mall Matter.
Mrs J. Forbing, of Kenton, is the guest
Bell; Liberty, a. W. Tima; Monroe, John were preseutad with diplomas by bupt.
When the Sheriff arrived and secured the
Mr. Bogardus asked that the ordinance Coats, the well known bather, of this city,
The
tesidue
of
the of Mr. and Mr?. Irvine Forbing, East
It was a gatherir g of teprest nt dive Dena- Peikit i; Milford, J. G. Ciolinger; Millar, J. Bonehrake. The chorus sang ‘‘Away to
Following is the list of unclaimed mail payments
be read and considered by sections and in died at an early hour Saturday morning at warrant he found Reynolds in his office and
estate
is
lo
be
divided
among
the
above
ccrala of Knox county that assembled at (’. llartsock; Morris, Calvin Beckley; Mid the Fields,'* and the benedicion was pre- matter remaining in tlie Mt. Vernon PostFront street.
quired if it would not bs wise lo stipulate a her home on East Vine street, of paralysis, placed him under arrest. He refused to ac
amed legatee?. Samuel J. Brent is named
tlie Court House last Saturday afternoon Io dlebury, Wm. Amadou; Morgan, J. J. Tul- nounced by Rev. Artis.
office for the werk ending last M inday:
Mr. J. B. Beardslee,of New York, arrived price in the franchise, which should be Ihe afler an illness of several years. She had company the officers and force had to be
as
executor.
The
will
bears
date
of
Feb

start the hall rolliur for the lull campaign, los>; Pike, James McGinley; Pleasant, D.
Mbs Jennie Adams, W. L. Brown, J.
in the city Friday and remained a few days maximum charge for the gas. This brought taken treatment at different sanitariums, used. He was finally gotten into the car
Toe fourteenth annual bai-quet of the Mariou Campbell, John C >wden. Mrs. Jen- ruary 17, 1897, witnessed by J. B. Wxight
that ia sure to tetmiuate in the con plete McCalla; Union, E. M. Wander; Wayne, H.
ilb his family.
out some interesting information, in which but they all failed to afford her relief. She riage and taken before 'Squire Tucker. The
ie
Fraz-*r.
John
Land,
M
’
S.
Maty
Picket

aud
Paul
J.
Brent.
routing of the Hannaized Goldites.
S. Darlirg; Fiist ward, T. B. Colton; Sec. Alumni Association was held at I^ke Hia- ing, Mrs. U. B Stmts. Laura Vernon, W.
Mrs. W. E. Sefton and daughter. Edith, it was cited that there is a State law’ upon was found dead in bed by her husband. She Squire was averse to hearing the case and
Usually conventions called lor the pur mid ward, Clark Irvine; Third Ward, W R. walha Paik Friday evening. The large
Vernon, Harry Weeks
EXTREME CRUELTY CHARGED.
went to Mt. Vernon this morning to visit.— the statutes which prohibits the charging of was born in this city July 6, 1858, and was requested the officers to take him before
" Chas. E Critchfield,
pose of selecting delegates to state and dis Hart; Foutlh ward, James Tighe; Fifth Auditorium was fil.ed with the mein hers
Mrs. Alice M Doyle, the well known Mansfield Shield.
exorbitant rates by any gas or lighting com almost 39 years of age at the time of her another magistrate for hearing. The Sher
Postmaster.
aud
fiieuds
lo
listen
to
the
first
part
of
the
trict conventions are elimly attended, lack ward, W P. Huff: Sixth wsrd, T. O'Briau.
song writer and composer of this city, has
pany. The Solicitor stated that In conver death. The funeral took place Monday iff immediately concluded to bring the
Miss
Hattie
Scott,
of
Sarcoxie,
Mo.,
is
the
exercises. Afler an overture by tbe orches
ing in enthusiasm and of a very perfunctory
TO rsrPAHC RStU LLTK «8.
commenced proceedings for divorce from guest of her rister, Mrs. A. W. Crumley, of sation with the gentlemen desiring the after services at the home by Rev. Endley prisoner lo this city when Reynolds again
tra
Rev.
A.
B.
Williams
offered
prayer
and
character (just like tl.e Hanna gathering at
J. J. Fubz moved the a) point men t of a
resisted, and it became necessary to man
her husband, William Doyle. By her pe Mansfield avenue.
franchise this subject had been talked over interment being made in Mound View.
the Lincoln-Advance Agent club room Sat lommitUe of five on resolutions. Motion the minutes of the meeting of '96 were read
tition she alleges that they were married in
acle him in order to control him. The
and
they
were
willing
that
the
matter
Mr?. Fred Sunderland and daughter, Ber.
urday was) but the Democratic convention cartied and Chaitman Bell appointed J. J. by Myrtle Fowler, 90. Mis. Clough and
this city, May 17, 1880, and are the parents
should be done, lb thought, however,that
party arrived in the city at half-past three
STURTS.
Saturday furnished a very pleaeant innova FuLz Geo. D. Neal, John Barnhart, P. A Mits Welsbymer rendered a piano duet in To Connect the Cities of Mt. Gilead of five children. She charges him with ex tha, are visiting friends in Mt. Vernon.—
it was unnecessary, as Cjuncil could at any
Levi Sturts, the well known farmer living Monday morning and placed Reynolds in
most entertaining way. Jed Montis, '94,
tion in this particular, as there were dele Berry ar.d French Severns.
Newark
Advocate.
treme ctuePy, in that he called her vile and
time amend the franchise eo as to provide near Academia on the road to Lake Hia ell. On Monday afternoon he was taken
and Mt Vernon.
deliveied the address of welcome to the
gates on hand from every precinct in the
Miss Helen Howell, of Nashville, Tenn., for charges ‘o be imposed for the consump watha Park, died shortly ufter two o'clock before 'Squire Barker and atraigned on the
lkwis a. HOUCK SPBAK*.
unchasts name?. A temporary injunction
county exc.pt one, and the crowd of Demo
The several committees having retired, class of '97, which was responded to by
restraining the defendant from deposing of is visiting the family of Mr. D. B. Kirk, tion of gas.
Thursday morning. Deceased had long charge of shooting with intent to kill.
crat! who weie not delegates filled about ibeie were calls for Lewis B. Houck and Miss Georgia Neal.
Franchise Granted by the Commis any of the household property during the East Sugar street.
Mr. Childs explained that in Columbus been a sufferer from cancer of tbe liver, Hearing was postponed until Friday after
Pearl
Parker,
'95,
the
alumni
necrologiat,
all the reating space in the Court room.
that gentleman c»me forward. He exsioners of Morrow Comity,
Mrs-Brobet and M ss Jennie Bird, ot the gas is furnished at meter measurement. though thedi8*ase did not assume danger noon, Reynolds giving bond in the sum of
pendency of the suit was granted by Judge
In addition to the transaction of the reg pr«stcd his faith In the cause of bi-metal- recalled Hie deaths of the members during
Wickham. D. F. <fc J- D. Ewiug a-e Mansfield, have been the guests of Mr. and There tbe maximum charges are fixed by ous symptoms until within tbe past few $500 for hia appearance with R. West and
Last Week
ular husines of the convention, there were linn and stated that if the advocates of that the year and paid nice tribute to the various
Mrs. Charles Bird.
tbe Council at 25 cents per thousand cubic months. He was 69 years of age and is Wm. M. Koons as sureties.
plaintiff's attorneys.
also two Interestirg event!. The first was docti ine stood shoulder to shoulder they virtues that possessed them. Thoie who
fret, allbough tbe company is charging but survived by his wife, a son and three
Mr.
M.
F.
Fish
spent
Sunday
with
his
the indorsement of a plan of fusion in the would rout the goldt'es t If the face of the have died within the year were, Stella
The convenience and need of means of
couldn't stand “prosperity.”
20 cents. This is the usual method em daughters. The funeral services were held
parents,
at
Leverings.
coming campaign by conce ing to the Pop earth in Knox ciuniy and iu the state next Pitkin '93, Minnie Ilall Hunter '86,Adelaide dirert transportation between Mt. Gilead
James R. Reed and Blanche Reed filed a
One-half Price Sale.
Miss Addie Arnold entertained with a ployed, though in the city of leancaster the Friday afternoon and interment was made
ulists the candidate for County Commis November. Mr. Houck then sprung a sur. E. Brown '71, Afire Butler McMillan '65, aud Mt. Vernon is conceded by all who deed of assignment in Probate C^urt at 40
charge is made at so much a stove, or fire. in Mound View.
reception
Monday
evening
in
honor
of
sioner. The second event was the an prise. lie stated that he had been urged by Hattie Thompson Miles '82, Dora Parmenter have given rhe roatlereven a parsing consid" minQtes past eight o'clock Thursday morn
There, for ordinary fires, a charge of $1 per
Commencing FRIDAY,
nouncement by Lewis 15 Houck that tie a great many friends to become a candi* Broadwell '79, Charles J. McFarland '90, eration, says the Mt. Gilead Register,bat the ing, conveying in trust to Wm. M. Koons Miss Mae Updegraff.
month is made for seven months in the
m'laim.
W as not a candidate for Prosecuting Attor date for Prosecuting Attorne;; that liis Kate F Benedict '73.
profits to be derived from such road would their property of all description. Tbe real
Miss Emma Millets, of East Gambier year, and for cooking stoves and ranges the
Mrs. Abijsh McLain, well known in Ibis JUNE 25, one lot CHINA
ney and that »o far as he was concerned friend Columbus Ewalt thought he was en
Mis Eggleston '87, read the history of depend in the main part upon the ebsr- estate comprises two tracts of forty and street, left yesterday for a visit with friends
charge is $1 per month for twelve months. county, died at her home in Granville, Sun
the field sh« uld be oi eu to Columbus titled to it, and as be was inttiested more the organization. The first class graduated act-r of the country traversed. Perhaps in twenty acres respectively, in Brown town at Clyde aud Toledo.
one lot SILK
If he thought that gas could be secured day.ofheatt trouble. Her maiden name SILKS,
Ewelt.
in the cause of bi-metallism than any per from the High School was in 1861, since the entire state there is not another such ship valued at $1,000. The assignee gave
with a? little expense as it is at Lancaster, was Hook, and she resided in Pleasant REMNANTS,
Hon.
R
T.
Hough,
of
Hillsboro,
promi

one
lot
sonal advancement, he had decided aftet a which time 412 young ladies and gentlemen expanse of well populated and fertile lands bond in tbe >um of $2,500 with Collin W. nent in the Democratic Governorship race, be would be glad to enter into a contract at
township until about eighteen years ago.
THE PROCRKDIKUS.
cot fnet.ee with his two best friends ou have received their diplomas. The largest witli such insufficient railroad facilities Koons and IL J. Sanderson as sureties.
the tales which are prevalent in that city. when she removed to Grauville. She was DRESS GOODS, one lot
was in the city Friday.
class was dial of *91, with 29 members. The An ordinary sized county tni ,ht be placed
Shortly after the hour for conveuiog. i aiih— li's wife and rootbrr—to withdraw
Miss Anna Bogardus and Miss Anna Tbe ordinance was read tbe third time and
sister of Ezra Hook, of this city. The GINGHAMS,
thst
alumni
banquet
was
held
in
the
Cen

between
the
B.
A
O
on
the
east
and
the
B'g
MRE. MA-'.TIN GCrS.A DIVORCE.
MUSLIN
passed without a dissenting vote.
C iluiubus Ewalt, Chairman of the Central as a candidate and thus promote the gieatfuneral occurred iu Granville.
tral building, June 25, 1884. The alumni Four on the west, rhe Erie on the north and
Judge Wickham on Thursday granted Sperry leave Thurslay fo* a summer tour
Committee, called the convention to order, est hatmony. He raid he wisLed it under
The
gentlemen
who
are
seeking
to
dis

of
England
and
Scotland.
UNDERWEAR, at Half
now numbers 322 active members and 132 the C, A. AC. on the south. In thrse Mrs Mary M. Marlin a divoteefroro Loren
cover gas are men who are not entire
and asked for the pleasure of the delegates stood that be withdrew not through any
CANNING.
Prof. William tj. Lynch, of the Belleville strangers in this city. They live at Lan
days of rapid communication end clr se zo B Martin, on the ground of gross neg
in the mat er of selecting acliairman. On fear as to iLe result, nor that he was a cow associate members.
William Gordon Canning, tbe infant Price for Cash for 10 days
Miss Mabel Harris '95, delighted the audi competition the producer must manege to lect of duly. The custody of the oldest public school?, was in the city Monday, the
caster, aDd only several years ago Mr. Green son of Mr. and Mrs. George Canning,
motion of Emer W. Tulloss Lee A. Bell, of ard, because if he had remained in the race
ence with a recitation entitled the “First get his products iuto market in the shortest child was given lo its grandparents, tbe guest of Lewis B. Houck
he
would
have
given
Ewalt
a
hustle
that
only at RING WALT’S.
was with a company that sunk a well on
Morgan township, was called to that posi
Recital.” Then Mabel Mitchell ar.d 8elora space of time and at a minimum expense mother being given tlie c’re of tlie
Mr. Edward Braddock has re timed from the Ewalt farm just west of the city. He died at tbe home of its parents, on West
tion. Mr. Bell made a shoit speech in would have made his bones crack.
Chestnut street, Sunday afternoon. Inter
Black sang a duet, entitled* The May Bells. This can perhaps best be done by means of youngest two children.
COLUMBUS EWALT STEAKS.
Newburg, N. Y , where he has been engaged thinks that by going several miles west of
which he refrt red to tbe broken promises
ment was made in Mound View, Monday.
An original poem by Miss Rizpah Tarr '96, electric railways, which cost less for con
There
were
calls
for
<\,!unibus
Ewalt
and
as
instructor
in
Sigler's
school.
that
place,
gas
can
be
found.
made by tbe Republicans fur a return of
hlch varied in itsrythm from the “Raven” structing and maintaining than steam
Galvanic Soap. Galvanic Soap.
BRIDGE FUND CASE
lie
responded.
He
raid
that
after
making
go< d times and aiated that the people could
Mr. llarry D. Critchfield left for Detroit,
— On Tuesdays and Thursdays of eacl
lo ' Annie Lanrie," thoioughly pleased and roads. The cost of operating, too. is con
The rise of the City against the County Mich , 8unday to attend the convention of
Try it for general use and you will use
only Hid relief for their financial distress somewhat of a canvass he was satisfied that
week the Baltimore A Ohio railroad will no other. Only 5 cents a cake at Warner
amured the large audience. The senLment siderably less than the latter, and a corrt C-omntiesionei-s to collect its share of the
It. & O. Excursions.
by the adoption ef tlie double standard. He his friend Houck bad uttered the truth that
sell excursion tickets to Nashville, Tenn., W. Miller’s.
concerned tbe old school building, where • ponding re taction in passenger and freight bridge fund, was called before Judge Wick inde|>endent telephone companies.
he
would
make
his
bones
crack
had
he
re
charged ilist the gold standard is responsi
On June 28 and 29 the Baltimore A Ohio and return at very low rates, on account of
Miss Fisher and Miss Twias, High School
within its stuffy halls previous banquets rates, etc., could be made and equally good ham Friday. Inasmuch as the case would
railroad will sell excursion tickets to Tole
hie for the disinters that have come upon maiced in the race, and he was glad he had
e Tennessee Centennial and Internation
have been held, and bow the president bad dividends paid on investment**. Much has have been appealed by either party, and in teachers, have returned to their homes in
Window shades in the new colors and
retired.
Mr.
Ewalt
said
he
was
not
yielding
do, O., at rate of one fare for the round al Exposition. Tickets will be good for re
us.
Columbus
for
the
summer
vacation.
best styles at lowest prices at Arnold’*.
received
a
letter
inviting
tbe
association
to
been said from time to t me, in theFe col order to fac'Htate a final settlement, judg
Frank llatper was chosen 8tcietaiy and to the importunities of friends in becoming
trip,
account
Ohio
Stats
Teachers'
Associa

turn ten (10) days from date of sale. Ex A special offer of solid oak curtain jKtles
Prof. James S. Curry and family have
a candidate, but that he would frankly say meet at the Park It wss a clever effort, omni, concerning the p op ped line be ment was entered for plaintiff in the full
tion Convention. Tickets will be good for cursion tickets limited for return twenty at 25 cents in latest style small pole.
J J. Fultz assistant.
foil of witticisms with not a little sarcasm. tween Mt. Vernoaand Marion, and readers amount and thectse immediately appealed gone to French Creek, West Virginia, where
that
he
wanted
the
office.
He
declared
On motion of Jirome Rowley, the piereturn until July 3, 1897.
E. O. Arnold.
(20) days from date of sale, will be sold See it.
The oration by Fred Fret cb, '91, was one of the Register are aware that there is
to the Circuit Coart by the Commission they will remain during the summer.
eincta were called and the list of delegates that the restoration of ailver was of tbe
.On July 1 to 11, inclusive, the Baltimore every day until Octolter 15, inclusive. Sea
of
the
best
things
on
the
pregram.
Mr
The M isses Belle and Maggie Rogers, of A Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets
and the Central Committee were tiled with greatest importance and that the fight French chose as his subject the career of company at Marion which talks of building ers.
Coffeel Coffee!
tliia way, but if the Mt. Vernon people once
should be continued without abatement.
North Main street, are enteitaining their to Mountain Lake Park, Md., at rate of one son tickets will be sold every day until
the Becietary.
October
15,
and
will
be
good
(or
return
un

You
can
buy a first class roasted
tlie Cuban patriot, Antonio Maceo,and from get their line es far wist as Mt. Gilead they
He
deciaicd
Limtelf
in
favor
of
the
reduc

neice, Miss Fanny Rogers, of Chicago.
PROBATE NEWS.
OBLIGATES.
fare for the round trip, on account of the til November 9, 1897.
coffee at 15 cents per pound. Call and
the lessons found therein drew a word pic
ill, most likely, carry it on to Marion.
Cenith A. Blackburn has been appointed
Berlin—J. R- Beal, John I. Rummtl, tion of salaries f.ora Iheaident down to litre which teeinrd wiih patriotic utterances
Mr- and Mrs. W. E. Jacoby, after a pleas camp meeting. Tickets witl be good for re
see it at Warner W. Miller’s.
Citizens along the line seem to be very administratrix of George B. Ewers, giving
Geo. Hummel, John McCrora, James Carson, Road Supervisor.
Atthechse of Mi. French’s oration tbe favorably impressed with the benefits to be $3,t <0 bond with Mary E. Ewers and I. 0 ant visit with Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Shipleyi turn until July 16, 1897.
C. M. Hwitzer.
DRLIQAras TO SRKATuatVL C SVRSTION.
returned to tlie«r home iu Toledo, Friday.
On July 3, 4 and 5 the Baltimore A Ohio
Butler—L. A. Nethers, J- J. Flack, Geo.
The committee to recommend delegates president announetd tbe following officers deilved .,'om such a line. F. W. Jones Lynde a? sureties.
Beal, Kobt. Ralston, Cnas. Mitchell, Jacob
MisaNan Miller, Miss Dora Ensminger, railroad will sell excursion tickets to and
for
1897-98.
President of the Central Ohio Electric rail
F. V. Owen lias been appointed adminis Mr. Alex Jones and Mr. Guy Forbing drove from ell stations within a radius of *290
to thu Senator ia1 CjnvenUou reported the
Morningslar.
President, Jed Montis
Brown—J. W. Boyd. Charles Scboles, following list which was continued by the
way company, was at Mt. Gilead Wednes trator of John P. Dettra, giving $5,00) bond
to Mansfield Sunday and spent tbe day miles from starting point, at rate of one
Vice
Preeideut,
Frank
Waddell.
NERVES TIRED?
John Motz. Emrene Loney, J J. Hyatt,
day and Thursday iu communication with
irh W E. Grant and L W. A mien trout as there.
convention: Clark Irvine,Wm. R. Po’y, J.
Hecre ary, Mrs E. R. Eggleston.
fare for the round trip. Tickets will he
Judson Lonev. v. M. Grubb.
the County Commissioners for the purpose sc-eties.
Treasuter. Waller Murphy.
Co’lege— Dr. A. D. Walker, A- J. Bickel, J. Fultz, Perry ('over, A. Baib<r, W. W
Mrs. Harry Orwig and eon, Master good for return until July 6, 1897.
WEEK JUNE 21st.
Registrar, P S Kdser.
of securing a franchise and right of way for
II- C-Stojle. H.C JacoM, F. M H'e»nia
Walkey, Ira H Ewatt. T. B. Cotton, L. A
S. T. Vanuatte, assignee of Samuel Charles, of Mansfield, spent Saturday at the
On Jane 2S and 29 the Baltimore
Orator. Vance A men trout.
Clinton—John B. Davis, Abner Albert, Beil, J. Ed Laudrum, 'lhomas S<earns,
his
road,
and
after
presenting
his
plan?
Thatcher, has file-J inventory showing per residence of Mrs. L. Harper, East Gambier A Ohio railroad will sell excursi tn tickets First appearance of America's Supreme
Historian, Jetrse Bain ter.
II nry Keigley, (*. M. Kingsbury, F. M.
su. veys, ninps, etc., for considers ion by sonai property wottb $1,031, and real estate
Monarchs of Grotesque Comedy,
Chas. F ’Hall, J. D. Sntoots, Wm. Smith,
Necrologist, Mit.nie Rees.
to Columbus, Ohio, at rate of one fare for
Shelter, Wm. Parrott.
street.
the county board at their pi’.vate room in to the value of $18,829 01.
P«.et, Rizpah Tarr.
—R. D. Purdy, Geo. O’Daniels, Lean Chas McKee, Frank Young, John S. White,
the
round
trip,
account
Democratic
State
(WTOS. JAMII8 AND JASPER.
Misses Alineda Hodges and Dora 8eeAt the Dairy Kitchen tlie banquet was the Court House, a franchise was voted on
der Hays, G. Ullery, D. L. McKee. John 8. Benjamin McCarron, John Davis, Clinton
Second ftual account of Geo. W. Porter
Convention cf Ohio. Tickets will be good
In their Original Greatest Success,
berger,
of
Chicago,
are
guests
at
the
resi

Schooler.
server!,
after
which
tlie
following
toasts
affirmatively
by
<
ich
of
the
three
contmie
It is a good refreshing drink
field, administrator of Mina I). Whitfoith
Harrison—Chas McKre. Martin Hot '. M. hice, Wm L Bottenfield, L. A. Ncth
dence of Hon. Chas. Cooper, West Sugar for return until July 1, 1897.
DARKTOWN CIRCUS
after a bicycle ride.
has been filed.
Geo. Horn, Geo. Putdy, W. A. Ultey.C. era, Wm. M. Edgar, Wm. Pelter, Joseph w ere rerponded to, Supt. L. D. Bonehrake sioner?.
On
July
3,
4
and
5
the
Baltimore
A
Ohio
street.
Sold at
By the franchise, the commissioners have
Whitmore.
M) era, J. S. Hess, Ellis P.igbtrnire, J. W acting »s toaetmaster and happily introduc
A performance that pleases the ladies
railroad will sell excursion tickets to Mil
Howard —Legrand Britton. Daniel Brick Boyd, Miller Mendenhall, J. W. McCarron, ing each speaker: "Welcome to the Class granted tire privilege of buildirg the road
and children.
COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNAL.
Dr. John E. Russell bas returned from waukee, Wis.. at rate of one fare for the
HARRY
M. GREEN’S
er, L. G. Welker, William Durbin, Hurry
In the suit of partition of James Me Philadelphia, where he was attending the round trip, plus $2JX), for membership fee. First appearance of the greatest of all
Soda Fountain.
Coleman Boggs, F. A. Ralston, James of 1897,” Mr. Hutd Ussail; ‘ Rerjionse on east from Mr. Gilead to the Knox count)’
L Lease, P. A. Berry.
Tramp Jugglers,
line, that being all that Mr. Jones reques ed Clelland against Esther McClelland, parti sessions of the American Medical Asso account National Educational Association
Hlliiar- C J. Updike, J. E Landrum, A. Tighe. Wm. Durbin, Charles Scboles, Geo. Behalf of the Class,” Mr. Charles Owet
T. -A.x*z:x2.xc:a-x.
T. Borden, Lloyd M. Bell, l.ane Dally, T. J. Horn, Ed ilinger, Wm. Anderson, Ed. J. “Ihe HighSchool the People’s College
of them at this interview It is proposed at tion ordered as fullowr: Janies McClelland ciation.
meeting.
Tickets
will
be
good
for
return
See this act and have a good laugh.
Lyal. F. 1*. Mercer.
Mr. George Ilartei; ‘Educational Vivisec. present to build the road from Mt. Gilead and Esther McClelland,each one sixth; Jen
A.
II.
McIntire.
Young,
Mrs.
Harry
D
Critchfield
entertained
a
The
far
famed
and
onlv
NORMAN, the Hu
leaving
Milwaukee
July
10,
11
and
12,
but
Jefierson—Joseph F. Blubaogh, A. T
Mon.” Dr. E. R. Eggleston; “The People and east to Mt Vernon, and after that is com nie, Anna and Albert McClelland, each one number of ladies in a charming manner at are subject to an extension until August 31,
man "Frog,”
rUMOM AORRRP TO.
Arnholt, Chris Swingle, Lawrence Shoup,
Win. Shultz
The conference committee had met a like 1 he Press,” Mr. C. C. I»rai. At tlie close of pleted, the line will be extended to Marion eighteenth; Jan.e*, Alice, Mary, Martha ber apartments in the Larimore flats Friday if deposited with Joint Agent at Milwaukee
The performance will conclude with
Liberty—A. W. Tims, Wm Smith, Bedell committee of Populists, compowd of W. S. the fpeal.ing the aFFemblage rang “Auld if proper encouragement is received. The William and Samuel McClelland, aud Mary afternoon.
Laughable Farce Comedy, entitled, "Old
on or before July 12, and upon payment of Time
Cramer, T. Doty, Jacob Haley, Win. Mid
Clock," by Baker & Lynn.
Barker, Meahac Cntcbfield, (has. Miller 14ing Syi.e,” and repaired to the pavilion grades ' ora here to Marion a-e compara J. Fulkerson and Emma Miller, each one
Mr. and Mr?. R. C. Mitchell of East Lam a fee of fifty cents to Joint Agent at time of
dleton.
Monroe—C. A. Young, Thompson Dowds, and IL F. Tullosa. The report of their where a rcce| tion to the clats of'97 was tively eaey and the completion to that city thirtiet h.
Performance Every Evening at Eight
—::—
artine street, entertained Monday evening deposit of ticket.
Ohio Wesleyan Uuivereity secured
J. W. Perkins, J. W. Davis, Frank Young, action was made by John M. Blocher, who held.
would be an easy matter afler the heavy
in honor of the Misses Miller and Boher, ol
O’Clock, Sharp.
Wni. Johnson.
judgment
against
Jacob
and
Alice
Trimmer
grades east of here have once been crossed
Your HORSES and CATTLE need
Mt Gilead.
Milford-W. H. Perkins, J. 0. Crotinger, stated thal it was recommended that tbe
LOCAL NOTICES
a SPRING MEDICINE as well as
Admission at Gates, 5 cents.
The commencement exercises of St. Vin The greatest obstacle on the whole line is for $2,985.
I>. E. Chadwick, W. L. Boitenfield, Hop office of County Commissioner be conceded
Mr.
and
Mrs.
9.
W.
8mitb
and
daughters,
Admission
toTneater,
Free.
you do. Perhaps you have kept
Tlie Me ill Manufacturing Co. against
to the Populists that the Populists should cent de Paul’s Academy took place in the valley of the Olen xngy which must be
Jenkins.
Balcony
Seats,
5
cents.
your HORSE in the stable all win
Miller—J C llartsock, Chas. Barnhart, conte imo the Democratic convention as Woodward Opera House Tuesday evening crossed just at the edge of Mt. Gilead. To George W. Barker, judgment for plaintiff of Columbus, ‘pent Thursday in this city
Orchestra Chairs, 10 cents.
Something New.
ter, and his DIGESTION has l>e*
Chas. Hall, Frank Gessling. H. II. Eagle.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Martin,
fur $72.49.
do
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delegates
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EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
M >rris—John Klnehait, Calvin Bnklev.
come poor and hia coat ol hair is
East Chestnut street.
Tbe
Circuit
Court
has
sustained
tbe
ver
across
the
ravine,
and
according
to
the
that
th»y
should
presents!
many
candi

graduates,
five
girls
and
two
boye,
and
they
cakes
at
Warner
W.
Millers.
Middlebury—J oil n C. 1-everltg. W. <’.
June 24. Gift St. M. E. Church, of Colum
rough and shaggy. If so, you
Mr. Ed. McCormick and Mr. F. F
bus.
Amadou, John McCe’ron, Iliadiey Cralt, dates for Commissioner as they desired and delivered their essays in a manner that be plans he exhibi* d when at Mr. Gilead, this diet of the Common Pleas Contt in the snit
should get a package of
June
26.
B.
F.
Goodrich
Co.'s
employes,
of
Albert Wertz
___
structn-e will cost about $S,OCO if built of of Nancy P. McClelland against James Mc Mykrantz, of Brooklyn, will leave Friday
Baby carriages in great variety; cele Akron. Goodrich band. Dancing until mid
Morgan—Law A.Bell. E. C. Tullosa, J. G that all the delegates should vote on the se spoke the thorough training of the course
for Lakeside where they will spent several brated Whitney make. Best carriage night. Good orchestra.
lection of a nominee from the names so just compleltd. Tbe musical part of the wood, and r_om $12,0 > ’ > $13,000 if made Elroy, executor of Walter McClelland.
Harris, J. J. Tullors Jacob Hays
June 2*. Sacred Concert. Free Gates. Colonial Stock Food.
weeks in angling for the finny tribe.
Joseph Michaels et al. have recovered
made. Prices lowest. E. O. Arnold.
Pike-T- K. Simmons, James McGinley, presented. On motion of E. W. Tulloss.the program was good, especially the first cho of steel or iron. This will make the most ex
Free Seats.
Ge<». Shipley, J. 8. Barnhart, Ed Ixmey. report was unanimcuily adopted.
It will tone up the system, £ive new
rus. which was exceedingly well rendered pensive short stre'Th of the en‘'-e line per judgment against A. M. Stadler for $1,694.94
Mrs. Irvine Forbing gave a delightful
Samuel Simmon* M >h ( unnii gbaui.
NEXT WEEK S ATTRACTIONS.
life
and a glossy coat of hair. It is
Geo.
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Bunn
against
Anna
Crumley
lisp?.
Mr.
Jones
carries
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of
the
whil&the
renditions
on
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v
olins
were
dinner
and
theatre
party
at
Lake
Hiawatha
TIIR MESO’.VIOKS.
House keepers, go to Beam’s for
Pleasant—J. M. Fiery. ('. M. Barber,
good for KIDNEY TROUBLE,
FERGUSON BROS, the LiBipution Crime
well received. The f< Bowing program was oontpany and letters from officials of other mechanics lien; judgment for Pei.y Mill? Park Tuesday evening in honor of her dishes and house furnishing goods.
Thomas Burlier David McCel", F »* »v
dlans.
The <'-.mmittee on Resoluli »ns made the
HIDE-BOUND or DISORDER of
railways, with which the Central Ohio cross petitioner, of $2,500.
observed:
ern-, Tho«. Taylor.
. _
guests Mrs. E. C. McConnell and daughter,
B> '{NEY and RUSSELL. "The Dago and
BLOOD.
Union-J. F Smith A. Pughlmire B. B. following report which was adopted:
In the foreclosure suit against Emma Platz, of Kenton.
New lliings in dishes, pretty decora the Monk."
Salutatory, Master L. Atlerding; chorus— Electric road will come in contact, in re
HOLMES and WALTON, the Musical Mon
Rasolvgo—First, That we, the Democ “Pour Out Your Spatkling Treasures,
Ferenbaugh, John Weaver,
Borman
tions
and
shapes
and
at
lower
price
L.
B.
Honck
recovers
$176.10
and
the
re

gard
to
arrangements
of
freight
rate?,
etc
It costa but 50c, and is the larg
archs.
Hunter,' lias. MrK-e. John t •nipbell, Itobt racy of Kn<>x county, Ohio, do hetehy re (Robert le Diable)—Meyerbeer—Pupils of
Mr. Charles R. Leedy and Miss Rose
est package of good goods on the
affirm ourbebef in, and declare in language Academic and First Grammar Depart aud he exhibited plans of tire cars proposed mainder of the proceeds of sale, $890, goes Wilgus, of Fredericktown, were married in titan ever before. Have a look at them
Neiderh- iisrr, Ed Wai d» rat Arnold’s.
FOURTH OF JULY—The Greatest Ccle
market to day. It is equal to most
Wayne—Bob*. Darlit g, G Jones II P. unmistakable, that the doctrine of free and m nte; essay-Tbe Search lor Happiness to be used on tlie line when comple*ed,botb to Ernest Izenthis city Thursday. After spending the
bration ever seen in Central Ohio at Hia
Darling, Abe Ague*. Den'el Bermont, unlimited coinage of stiver at t tie ratio of 16 Miss L. Lee; Manana—Romero- St. < ecilia' fur passauger and f eight tratfic Then he
$1 packages of other kinds. One
Johanna McMahon tecured a judgment day with Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Snow they
watha Park, Saturday, July 3d.
to 1 is the hope of the busim •« and labor* Club; essay—Words, Miss M Feeny; Vocal
Marion Potier. Miller Mendenhall
Window Shades at Beam’s.
box will convince you that we are
Amusement Director . . JOHN T. BAKER
First ward—Jerome Bo* ley. Jac-.b M. i.ig nias»es of tbe country ; and we do here Quartet, Leslie; essay—The Hero, Master E has profiles of the surface traversed by the against Thomas E. end R. A. Greer of left for a wedding trip through the west.
right. Try it.
$269.49.
Htyers. Alex D ted I. Geo. Brentlinger. Geo by instruct the delegates this day selected Ahern; Serenade, Tobani; essay —The Mys line and a number of blue prints of draw
Mr. J. F. Fish, of tbe Spencerian Busi
For Rent.
to attend the State Democratic Convention tic Seven, Miss L. Stinemetz; chorus—Bravo ings which might h «ve b-eu perfectly in
Amanda Davis against Annie C. Hail,
$10 Dinner Sets 100 pieces for $0.50 at
I). N-al. I'- IL <’ iron.
%l
aecond ward-Ca k Irvine, Max > lye is, to cast their votes for meh candidates for — Bristow, boys of Academic and First
ness College, of Louisville, Ky., is visiting Frank L. Beam’s.
My Frame Dwelling House, situate
Frank
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to
take
telligible
to
a
civil
engineer.
Numerous
Jam.s Coe, George M- V ore, \\ 1 . Rob State olllcea only as are in hearty accord Grammar depatfments; essay —Woman
his parents at Levering. He has a remun
on the corner of Vine and Division
with tbe national platform of the l»emo- Mission, Mits P. Deitxlck: Vocal Quartette otters of capital have been made to Mr charge of the real estate.
streets, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Said house
East Side Public Square.
1,000 Window Shades 3 feet wide',
Eusene M Blauvelt has been ordered to erative offer from an institution in Chicago,
#rqiilrd v”d 8. It G tsliull, " B> cratic party adopted at the Chicago Conven —‘Crossing the B •*”—Tennvson's last Jones provided he can get the right of wav
llait, John C. Merritt, Au.iic Singer. John tion.
poem: essay—No Excellence Without La a franchise and a certain amount of local pay Eva M. Blauvelt alimony of $50 during which be may accept, going there next fall. feet long, mounted on spring rollers at contains eight rooms, cellar under en
S»c<mt. That we d’tnanda reduction of bor, Master L. A Herding; Kinder Sympho
tire house, furnace, bath room, city and
ito.1*, J. W. McCarron.
.
, _
Lieut, and Mrs. Lanning Parsons, after Frank L. Beam’s.
pendancy of suit.
cistern water in pantry; stable on lot.
Fourth *ard-J»hn M. Blocher. .
. tbe salaries of all public otttc:elft, and a nic, Von Romberg; Valedictory— “Tts Dis capital per mile. The latter is what he has
spending
a
short
honeymoon
with
friends
Continued-Etta Burke against Thomas
Fultz Ed. H. Hill, Janna Tighe. A. D. greater economy in the expenditure of all tance Lend* Enchant merit to theView,” Miss at present the roost difficulty in obtaining
Also, my Frame House, located on
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plated
ware
in
this
city
and
Danville,
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for
Ft.
Rob

public monies, to tbe end that compensa L Ash; Latin Chores, Ros wig; Certificates The charter of the Central Ohio Electric Burke. Anna W. Spetry against Geo. W.
Mulberry street, containing 9
P Il .Ugh, tion for such >et vires shall more nearly of Promotion to Academic Department to railway company granted by the Secretety Porter. Goshotn A. Jones against S. H. inson, Nebraska, Monday evening, where the Wm. Rogers M’Fg. Co., silver plated North
rooms, grates, gas, hydrant and cistern
comport
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the
prevent
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pticesof
ware at Beam’s. You can take your in yard. Stable, <kc.
members of grade 16 -1st Grammar Depart
J^^w-\T’GeFonB^
land and its products, commodities in gen ment; Conferring of medals and graduatiu of State to the organizers capitalized tbe Israel, executor. L. B. Houck,administrator, the Lieut, ie stationed with the Ninth Cav choice, both makes guaranteed.
Howard Harper.
company at $100,000 and subsequently this against James A. Bell. B. F. Manley against alry. He expec’s to be transferred to tbe
O'Bryan, Ed Braddock, Peter Allen era). and to all other clatees of lahot; and honors.
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CEWTBAL OOM.M' jTRK.
At the close, Rev. L. W. Mulbane deliv
Another lot of those rugs at $1.49,
tlie’’ influence to have this idea Ingrafted
soon.
ered a uliort address in delivering tlie med divided into 4,0C0 shares of $50 each. The against Morris Hagerty.
n..rlin—II II Wotdaard
worth $2 50. Secure one soon as they
into the coming 8tate platform.
Don’t forget that the finest line, largDismissed—Wm. B. Ransom against
But.er-J J. Flack and W. «. Bilker.
Tbe closing exercises of Mrs. Curtis' School don’t,last long.
als and diplomas to the graduates. Tlie charter is for tlie purpose of building au
E. 0. Arnold.
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The committee, by its Chairman, lion. 1 Alumni Association will hold their annual
Paper is at Arnold’s.
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made
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at
Ficture
Frames
of teachers and pupils A pleasing pro
John
Levering,reported the following for banquet in the Dougherty club rooms this carrying passengers, freight, express and
Clinton—John B Davis.
mail and for furnitliing light, beat and E. Skardon against Bennett R. Skardon. gram was given, consisting of recitations, Frank L. Beam’s.
< lay-JohnS. Schooler.
Fruit Jars. Fruit Jars.
delegates and alternates to the Democratic (Wednrsday) evening.
power for s' ite, conn y, municipal, domes Wm.T. Wade agai-st Lottie B. Wade. readings, piano playing and singing by tbe
H,,rii»o'>—George Hays.
State
Convention,
and
the
repoi.
was
Mason
and Lighting Self-sealers
Beautiful carpets, newest styles.special
Howard-James Lati'Z
— Tbe many friends of Charley Dermody tic, farming, tnanu'acturing end other pur Amy E Pugh against Charles M. Pugh. C. class. Tbe excellent manner in which the
Warner W. Miller’s.
H blr-Fru k T Me-cer.
adopted:
patterns
and
at
lowest
prices.
All
wool
E.
Critchfield
against
Thomas
Berry.
various numbers were rendered, showed ingrain 37 cents. Don’t buy a carpet
Jefferson—George Sbinnaha’ger.
Delegates-John M. Blocher, Lewis B the tailor, are having considerable fun thia poses; also for erecting a telephone and tele
oareful training and good advancement on until you look at Arnold’s
graph line and for othpr putposes. The
Linoleum at Beam’s 12 feet wide.
i iberty-Alhn E*al».
Houck, Emer W. Tullos?, Chas. J Updike, week at that gentleman’s expense over
Monroe—Thompson Dowds.
the (>srt of each pupil.
little occvrence that befell him Saturday terminals in Ohio are Brilliant in Jeffi-rson
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
John8.9chooler.il
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Darling,
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MHford—1>,K Cl.adw.ck.
evening. After he had closed his place of coutiy and Celira in Mercer county. The
H M. Mitchell and Rachel Brown.
Until March 15th, a discount ol 20
Welker, John S. Band ad.
Miter-II- H Evgle.
— A sneak thief relieved Dr. George B.
Morris-Calvin Beckley.
Noble E. Weir and Josephine Elliott.
per cent, on all fancy china and cut
Alternate*—Frank Harper, Max Myers, business he wandered into a place where line Is to run through the counties of Bel
BE
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TIME^
—
Bunn of his diamond stud Monday night
Middl«burv-Alb*rt Crafr.
glass at Frank L. Beam's.
John Sliortridge and Lizzie Dropp.
J. D. Smoot?, David W. 8truble, James F. several of the city’s youth were present mont, Jefferson, Hat ’son, Tuscarawas,
while attending the Republican convention
and got mixed np in a “kidding” match, Guernsey. Coshocton, Knox. Morrow,Craw
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enable
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provide
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Pelter,
Martin
JHorn,
Pike-T. R.Simmons
Mouunifuts.
in which ire worsted the aforesaid youths ford, Mar'on, Wyandot, Hardin, Logan,
Charles R. Leedyand Rosa Wilgu?.
— George D. Neal received a telegram with A GOOD TIME PIECE.
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Tuesday
announcing
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been
James A. Staunton and Katherine K.
The convention then adjourned.
ices. 407 West Vine St.
struck on hie 'irm near Fostorie, in large carry a large stock of Watches for Lad prices.
and pasted out. But the kidding rankled men at Mt. Veinon who are the officials of Wolf.
w/mvi c - Peny Cover.
CENTRAL COMMIT TEE OROAHIZr i.
quantities.
ies and Gentlemen, of all styles and
Warner W. Miller, Prop.
.i a "'j"’*”David Kinley aDd Kate Ruth Neal.
Immediately after the adjournment of tlie ■ in the manly breasts of the other fallow?, the road have expended much time and
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Leroy Jsenbrrgand Laura Culp.
convention, the new Central Committee
Buy your Wall Paper now at Beam’s
city, was nominated for School Commis ity and satisfy you in price.
t eld a mteling and Affected the following Dermody on his way home, and be was ac- ( the maps, etc , prepared, and citizens along
Robert Cochran and Rose McKee.
clearing sale—2,000 rolls 35c wall paper
sioner by the Republican 8tate Convention
organization: Cl airman, Frank T. Mercer; cordingly accosted at Burgess street by the ( the route ol the proposed road should cerInspect our display of Silverware, at 15 cents.
at Toledo yesterday, receiving 189 majority
Sixth ward-George Blochi r.
W. Tallow; T,e«arer,C. , l»»K- H. 1-^ »□ ap «.ln to Le.'» tainly take an interest in the company to
— Tbe performers connected with tbe Au Jcwelzy and Optical Goods.
DEED? FILED FOR RECORD.
tOJiFKKKKCt Cl MMITTKK.
No. 1 Table Syrup.
W llwklev- lb. a-mmiliee then ,d. grocery where be l.l.pboned for . ,».l,c.. such an extent as their circumstances will
Inez Hufi'nian to Wni. H. Brokaw, lot ditorium theatre, costumed in comic attire,
will play a game of base ball with a picked
v W 1« I**88 niuved ,,*“l “ coni,nit,ee of j.airtierl eabject lo .be Cl of Cb.irm.a
You
can
buy one gallon for 20 cents
~*« *»*''*?
•" permit, and give it such encouragement as 245 in Centerburg, $30.89.
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S,
nine of Mt. Vernon players at Lake Hia
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safety*
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WITH INTENT TO KILL

NATO Ril GAS FRANCHISE.

That Will Wipe the Hanna Goldites Off
the Face of the Earth.
Delegates Selected and Resolutions Adopted
for Free Silver and Reduction of Salaries.

AN

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

LAKE

HIAWATHA PARK.

AUDITORIUM THEATER

CELERY
PHOSPHATE.

CONDITION POWDERS.

CRAFT & TAUGHER,

te,„

A now choral union of thirty six
voices was organized at M. nsville Sat
urday night by Prof. (). 11. Evans for
the pnrpoae of participating in the great
Eisteddfod contest at Lnnenrler August
10th.

rf®U5AU£,,I0fi

CV

Seating Capacity ' J

all rival tho women in their special
bran.lies of tho business.
When the money arrives at tho
Treasury it is counted several more
times incidentally to separating • the
notes and putting the red seal on. Then
it its put in packages of four thousand
notes each. These are about a foot
ube and are now ready to go to tho subtreasury, bauks, etc. The work is all
>no by women.—Geyer’s Stationer. •
To Mnkc Paper Fireproof.
[II 0(1 ware ]

WA

HEART.
EVERY

THIRD BEAT.

But Mrs. Strope’s Heart Now no Longer Lags but
Throbs Regularly.

The

the
Will

The lb sh of the elephant is eaten in
its entirely by several of the African
OPIUM eurslln 10 to 20i»y». Ho piy‘.Ill cars 1. tribes. The tools used are the assegn j
OR. J. L. STEPHENS. LEBANON. OHIO.
and hatchet. Tint rough outer skin is
first removed in large sheets. Beneath
this is a snbcttticle, a pliable membrane,
front which the natives make waterwtkiir*. The elephant yields largo quan
tities of fat, used in cooking the natives’
time you need a laxative,
sun-dried biltong, or dried strips of the
buy a twenty-five cent
elephant's flesh, and also in the pre
package of
paration of vegetables. African explor
ers of the Caucasian race agree that one
part of the elephant’s carcass, when
properly cooked, is a sufficient dish that
No griping. It cures.
will regale the most delicate taste. This
At druggists.
part, very strangely, is the Grst joint of
S. R. Fell & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
the leg below the knee, which one would
suppose to he the toughest portion of the
animal. To prepare the joint a hole
Sold at H. M. Green's Drug Store
three feet deep is dug in the earth and
■
■ ■ —•--------------William Miller, an agod and respect the sides ol it are baked hard by means
ed citizen of Columbus, died suddenly of large live coals. Most of the coals are
while the other members of the family
were at church Sunday. His wife and then taken out and the elephant’s food
daughter started to church, leaving him in placed in the rude oven. The hole is
on the veranda reading.
then filled with dirt, tightiy packet!, and
a blazing fire is built on top, which is
The True Remedy.
kept replenished for three hours. The
W. M. Repine, editor Tiskilwa, I I.
“Chief,” says: * W« won’t keep house wim foot is thus evenly baked, and when
out Dr. King's New Discovery for Con done, instead of strong, tough meat fiber,
sumption, Coughs and Colds.
Experi
mented with many others, but ntver got it is of u gelatinous consistency that
the line remedy until we used Dr. King's may be eaten with a spoon.

be

Held.

M rs. Emily A. Strope, widow of the lute X. M.
Strope, mid she is the mother of a young mau
who bus been, and is now one of this city’s
A New Fad Has Taken Possession tf successful nnd energetic pharmacists. Mrs.
Strope, who 1ms lately recovered from serious
New York Girls.
cardiac difficulty, when questioned by a re
porter regarding her late illness, stated as
:
It mudt have been some chance dis- follows
“Two years ago, I had my first experience
covety iu the old Irtasure chest, which with Dr. Willimws’ Pink Pills. For a long
tune I was troubled with an ailment which I
burdened with the dainty, time-yellowed feared would eventually drive me crazy unless
belongings of grandmother’s youth, I rid myself of it. It will sound strange, no
doubt, to some, but my heart did not beat t'.s it
which served to revive tho fashion of should. Its action was irregular. There
wearing nightcaps and suggested to would be two pulsations, or perhaps three, and
then a sudden cessation. My heart seemed to
some resourceful maiden the really rest for the period of one or two beats, nnd
•harming possibilities of this long-nog- then resume its action. Sometimes such
lapses would not be so frequent as that, but
cted bit of finery, says the New York scarcely a day passed that they did not occur.
World. For it is distinctly as ffgery and It felt ns though something would strike the
heart with great force, nnd push it out of
not at all as a protection against place. During that period, whenever I lay
draught, that the New York girl of to down to sleep or rest, my hands would become
perfectly numb and helpless. 1 could feel the
day is wearing these wonderfully becotn- teni|M>riiry paralysis coming over them, but I
ng little com bi nations of muslin, ribbon eotild do nothing which would prevent it. My
feet were affected in a like manner, and I bad
and lace. It is well known that only a considerable difficulty in walking when such a
vety pretty girl looks well in extreme spell bad possession of me. Naturally that
stateof affairs completely upset my nerves, and
negligee with her hair hanging uncon any ouc whose nervous system is well nigh
THEY WEAK XiGHTCAPS.

fined. The average young woman looks
ten years older in this unstudied guise,
and to her it will be indeed a boon that
Ute fashion of framing her face in a
fetching little bit of daintiness is once
more at the front. No more effective
supplement to the conventional night
robe could [devised.
One of'.he nost striking patterns that
has been eecn as yet was made by
New York firm last week for a wellknown yoing worn vn who is so attrac
live as not to need to have her gm d
points emphasized by this novel bit of
headgear. It was made of the fineH
lace, w ith interring strips of muslin of
just tho proper stiffness to make the
cap stand up in a coquettish point at
the top of the head. For the rest, it fitted
tightly and wasdrawn in about the neck
where the cap terminated in a tiny
flounce by wide strings of soft trans
parent tulle. This cap is far more youth
ful than grandmotherly in its suggestiveness, yet the model for it is said to have
been chosen from some choice feminine
trophies of a half a century ago.
Another exquisite little nightcap is
made in regular baby fashion and is not
a bit less delicate or dainty titan the
headgear so patiently fashioned for the
tiniest Baby. The rarest of lace is com
bined with the finest of tucks and the
niost cobwebby insertion, and the whole
is so light that its weight would never be
felt.
A third is a pretty little puffed affai
thftt is even more becoming than the
others. A soft frill encircles the face
and a big bow of pink ribbon is seen on
the top. Strings of the same color are
drawn under the chin, makiug a big
and irresistilhly becoming bow.
No other argument is needed to bring
nightcaps into favor than the one fact
that they are pretty and that they make
a girl on the point of going to bed
the dangerous rival of Use one who is
about to enter a ballroom. The success
of the nightcap fad is assured from the
start.

The Highest Bridge.

[Answers.]
The highest bridge of any kind in the
world is said to be the Leo River Via
duct on tho Antofagasta Railway, in
Bolivia, South America. The place
whore this highest railway structure has
been erected is over the Molo rapids in
the Upper A ndesr and is l»etween the
two sides of a canyon which is situated
10,000 leet from the level of the Pacific.
From the surface of the stream to the
level of the rails this celebrated bridge
is exactly G361 feet in height, the length
of the principal span is SO feet, and the
distance between the abutments is 802
feet. The gauge of the road is 2 feet G
inches and the trdins cross the bridge at
a speed of 30 miles an hour.

lost much sleep nnd rest, nnd often I was com
pelled from sheer exhaustion to sit down dur
ing the day to obtain some repose. But as
soon ns I did so 1 lelt that numb sensation
come over my hands and feet, nnd I rocked
violently in tiiy chair to drive it away, but
frequently to no avail.
“One Jay my son, who was keeping a dru
store at the time, brought me home some %
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
and advised me to lake them for my heart
trouble. I did bo and soon began to feel
better. I used the pills about two months
and they certainly cured me, for now my
hciirt l»eat8 regularly and all numbness has
disappeared and my circulation is iu splendid
order."
We print the above hoping Mrs. Strope’s
experience may be beneficial to others who
may suffer from derangement of the heart.
Dr. Williams’Pink Pills contain in a con
densed form all the elements necessary to give
new life and richness to the blood and re
store shattered nerves. They are also a spe
cific for troubles peculiar to females, sneh as
suppressions, irregularities and all forms of
weakness. In men they effect a radical cure
in all cases arising from mental worry, over
work or excesses of whatever nature. Pink
Pills are sold in boxes (never in loose bulk)
nt 50e. alsix or six boxes for $2.50. and may be
had of all druggists, or direct by mail from
Dr. Williams’ Medicine Company, Schenec
tady, N. Y.

A LOCAL

Disease

MAKE AND REPAIR HAR
NESS CHEAPER
Than

Paragon Tea.

any

establishment

Trv him and be convinced

It is aithouuced that the Island <d
Trinidad will celebrate the centenary of
its subjection lo British title by six days
festivities.

CATARRH

YITGBXUY-AT-LAIV.

Via *•<’.& Si.

O

I.IN IU.’'

Steamers “ Jit/of Buffalo,’’ (new )
Stale of Ohio” and “{Stale of New York.”
DAILY TIME TABLE.
Sunday Included May W to Oct. -T.
Lv. Cleveland. 7 p. m. 1 Lv. Buffalo 7:3dp. ni.
Ar. Buffalo, 7:30 a. m. | Ar.Clcvcland,7:3Ua.m
CENTRAL STANDARD TIME.
Take the “C, & B. Line" steamers and en
joy a refreshing night's rest when enroute
t<>’ Buffalo. Niagara Falls, Toronto, New
York. Boston. Albany. I.Ooo Islands, or any
Eastern or Canadian' point.
Ch»ap Excursion* To Niagara Falls.
Send 4 cents postage for tourist pliamplet.
Fur further Information ask your nearest
Couj»on Ticket Agent, or address
\V. F. Hkuwan,
T. F. Newman,
Gen. Pass. AgtGen'l Manager.
Cleveland, Ohio.

FFK'K Booms I amt 2. Banning Build
ing, Mt Veru >n, Ohio.
oui31 tf

A.

1C McINTIHE,
ATTORNEY ANl» COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.
’Eop|a»»ite the Court House. Mt.
() FFK
Vernon, Ohio.
I8jan94

W. C. Cooper.
Frank Moore
OOOPBB A MOORE.
at taw
oiHce
M*iu street, Mt. Vernon. O
Attorneys

E. C. BEGGS,
1 |BN TA L BURGEON Oflice- No. 12, P.
A
Main Street. Mt Vernon, Ohio. Tel
ephone—New company—Residence, 167; of
fice. 191.

No Doubt

ii/

L. B. Houck,
to
ttorwcy-at-lavv. oaice in Rog
to A ers building N<>. Ill South Muiu
stieet, Mt. Vernon, O. Rooms 2 and 3.
to Second
fio) r.
to
U/
to
W
to
PHYSICIANS.
to
to DR. E. R.andEGGLESTON.
Residence, 118 Fast Gambier
to street,Office
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
to Office
CAll«--Hoiue company, No. 169
to 3ellTelephone
company, No. 32.
to
to
K.CONARD, M. D.,
to cH*>mk pathic Physician and Pvrokon.
Office in the Woodward Block.
Resi
to dence
—Gambier Street.
Hours—8 to 10 a. in., 2 to 4 and 5
Of dry goods advertising as to toOffice
24aprly
to 3p.m.
it is usually conducted, To to

You are

(n
rfx

A

W
W
W
W

Little Tired

*

J OHN E RU8SKLL, M. I).,

some merchants every arti- d'
to
ele in their store is a bar- to

Kj'i Crniii Balta.

gain, and all their values un

a,o„«C0LD HEAD

GASTORIA

’97

^lANDY CATHARTIC

precedented.
*

Not so here.

We have no such idea about

to
to
to
to
to

MAX MEYERS,

SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street,four doors
north ol Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence- Eae* Gambier alreet. Tele
phone 73.
29sept87

DR. GEORGE B. BUNN,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Room 3, Rogers' Block, 111 South Main
Street. Mi. Vernon. Ohio.

All proftssional calls by day or nigh

promptly responded to.

such statements to creep in- ifc

BALTIMORE AMI OHIO K. R.
TIUS TABLE

to our ads. We believe there to
to
is something to consider be- to
fill Al ITY
QUALITY

sides mice.
price.

STYLE
*

and to

must be right,
or no
&

to

spection of our goods and jjj
the criticism of well posted

w

buyers.

w

w

And be convinced

that qualities aswell as prices to
. .
to
are right.
to
to
to

*

Nixon & Co.,
PUBLIC SQUARE.
S.

EAST BOUND.
stations.

|

X; C; St
S; C; C; C; & X; & C-- St S-- C; St & & st St 3k'
'ST--

to
to
to
to
to
to

pm pm
4 63 3 lu

LvSandnaky..........
Lv Mansfield..........

“ Mt Vernon.......

1 a m

ami pm
8 30 0 40 *6 10 12 10
p m
Ar. Columbus..
7 60 8 25i 2 16
p m
| 7 22. 1 12
9 l'i
“ Zanesville.....
(Eattem Time.)
a m
11 10 6 30
Ar. heeling.......
1 15|
p m
4 2C 8 25
“ Pittsburgh.
7 5’»
a m a m
“ Washington D I I 551
11 20 6 35
00
“ Baltimore...........
12 45 7 66
“ Philadelphia......
05
-3 66 1C 40
p m
“
York ....... 6 30
6 52112 50

Lv. Newark.,..

WEST BOUND.

16

( Ea/tern Time)
p m1
Lv. asbington DC 8 05

Lv.

------- ~ —

“ Zer.esville
Lv. Npwark....
Lv. ColnmhuS.......
“ Cincinnati.....
Lv. Mt Vernon.

This wonderful price making somewhat approaches the sensational, but calm business judgment is its inspiration.
And again (here is a charm about having your clothes madc-toorder from goods you know all about. See, too, the difference in
price. These things are worth thinking about.
For the post four years we’ve been working to raise a standard of
excellence—to furnish made to-order clothes out of tho ordinary—and
for a price within the reach of every man’s po< kelbook.
This talk may sound boastful—-it isn’t. It’s merely a tale of facts—
and those Genuine Suitiugs in plaids, checks and plain mixtures, in all
the newest shades and colorings, which we are selling at $15, are substantial facts which cannot be gainsaid. We invite you to walk in aud
look at our goods and get samples.

CHAS. A. DERMODY.
HO SOUTH MAIN.

4
♦
X
+

T

>
♦

♦
♦
>

V

X

^READER 1

£DRS. KENNEDY &

10 7 15

06 9 10
11 10 24
12 16

13

9 Oq 7 00, 7 00

Hunt & Beach,
General Auctioneers.’
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO . . .

Farm and Stock Sales
VhMIl ES JMI All, rilllll Al'ITIOSS.

Terms moderate.

p. o. Box 7U7>

•F

Ztcroy O. Hunt,
Alien 7. Beach.

KNOX COUNTY

TEACHERS’
EXAMIHTI0M.

The Celebrated Specialist, of the France ledical Institate, will be at the (TI1T1S HOUSE, MT.
VERXO.V, W EMESDAY, JULY 11, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. ni. One hay Only.

A SUCCESSFUL SPECIALS? FOR 20 YEARS.
His long experience, remarkable nk U1 not; unlrersal rnccesa for the past twenty
years in Ohio, entitles him to the full confluence at 1 he afflicted.
no K’-*pcfier i.i diaciK* inn ai:d trestirp diseases ,aad defori lirAliVU, mitics, Medical and Suij?;ial disc.: .1 .. Acute and Chronic Catarrh,
Diseases ofrtherEye, Ear, TToee^ Throat acd Lanya. Uy.-nepsla, T’.rinlit’s Disease, Diabetes,
Kidney, Liver, Bladder. Chronic Penale and Sesna! DI
lily cured by treatment
that has never failed in thousands of cases that Lad 1 -on pronounced beyond hope. It costs
no more to employ an exjtert, tiiau to risk your lift L’l an 'ueyperieuced physician.

nR

1896-97.

Meetings for the Examination of
Teachers will be held at the
ScnooL

Room,

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
The Second Saturday of Ewry Konth,
KXCRPT JANUARY AND JULY.

Pupils’

Examinations

Trr first Saturday of April and May. Ex
aminations will commence at H:3o o’clock a.
in. Address all communications to the
Clerk ot Hoard of Examiners.

L. D. Honebrake, Frost.,

Mt. Vnrnoii, Ohio.

IMH

Mott’s Nerverine Pills

13
16 8 £0

•Daily t^topon Signal. fDailyex.Sunday
D B Maetin,
Manager of I’a,serger Traffic.

♦

■■■■■■■I

Ml

I » m
9 42 12 £9, 6
10 32j 1 3-1 7
p m!
II
4
6
amp
11 17
8
p tn
12 12
9
5 40
p tn
1 54
11

a m

Ar Chicago.

SUIT OF CLOTHES MADETO ORDER, j

17

m p m
£0
...

heeling....... 7 35 10 IS 3 45

Lv Mansfield.
Ar Sandusky.

$15 , 0 0

j2 40 a m j a m
6 60 4 361 4 33 10 06
7 45 5 47 5 34 11 22

Lv Cincinnati

Lv Fostoria.

♦

14

I 16

8

(Central Time.) ja in am pm
Lv. Chicago......... 10 15 05l 7 60
Fostoria.

matter how low the price it $
to
is too high, We invite in- j|j

w

In Effect June 30. 180S.

j

"SINFUL HABITS IN YOUTH

June

our goods, nor do wc allow

*

CURECOrSTOATIOfL^^

BF*

112

J

A CLIMATE
tffeciion.
Nothing but a lo
cal r e in e <1 v or
change of climate
will cure It.

New for

in

Mt. Vernon.

Mass., under government supervision
but not by Uncle Sam. This paper is
(let a well known
pharmaceutical
cut in sheets large enough to print four
remedy,
notes on, and then transported to the
Treasury Department in Washington
where it is counted by women when it
It Is quicklv aharrives. Every package must be count
Opens and cleanses the Nasal Passages.
ed several times btfore it is stored away
Allays Inflammation, Heals and Protects
until wanted by the Bureau of Engrav
the Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste
and Smell. No Cocaine. No Mercurv. No In
ing and printing, to which quantities ol
jurious Drug. Full Size 50c.; Trial ^Ize. 10c.
at Druggists or by mail.
it are sent every morning in securely
ELY BltOTHERS, 5«l Warren St.. New York.
locked trunks packed in burglar-proof
wagons.
Xoliec io Stone Masons.
When tho liber paper arrives at the
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received by
Bureau ol Engraving and Printing it is
A Worthy Mate.
the Commissioners of Knox county.
counted, which is again done by women
at the Auditor's office, up to 12 o’clock,
Colonel Handy I’olk (the Oklahoma Ohio,
noon,
on
and if the amount corresponds with the
real estate agent)—I am thinking of
IVfdncsilay. July 7, 1897.
Treasury figures a receipt is eent back
taking a partner.
For masonry at Butler's Ford In Jefferson
This is all stored away in a chilled steel
township.
Dr. Slade—Why, I thought you were Plans and specifications can lie seen at the
air-tight vault, and even if tho rest of
Audi tor's office on and after July 1st. ish;.
opposed to the partnership idea?
A certified check for one hundred dollars
tho building burned down the paper in
Colonel Handy Polk—I always have on some National Bank doing business in
it would be safe. It is quite a large
Knox county. Ohio, drawn to the order of
been, but yesterday when I endeavored tlie Auditor of said county, shall be dejxisitroom, with shelves along the walls to
with the Auditor on or before 10 o'clock
to sell a piece of property to a newcom ed
on the day of receiving bids. This certified
put the money on. Two large doors
er from the East at a boom price he check is given as a guarantee of good faith
that the successful bidder will enter into
make it secure against robbers. These
gravely offered to take half my com contract and give an approved bond for half
are like the doors of any safe, having
amount of the total contract price for
mission aud give me a quit claim to the the
the faithful execution of the contract.
combination time locks. One official
The
Commissioners reserve the right to re
land. With such a partner as that man ject any
or all bids.
acquainted with each combination, but
By order of the Commissioners.
would make I’d soon own the earth.
W. A. WANDER.
nobody knows both. The clock is set
Auditor, Knox County, Ohio.
for 8 a. m., as that is the time the bu
What He Found.
reau opens, so, even were any dishon
“War,” said the man who reads tlie
SHERIFF’S SALE.
est person possessed ol the double se
papers, “is full of uncertainty and diffi
New Discovery No other lentedy can take
its place in our home, as io it we have a
Try Allen’s Foot-Fase,
Columbus Ewalt, guardian,
cret, he could not open it before that
culties and not the leatt of them are in
certain and sure cure for Cough. Colds,
vs.
A powder to be shaken into the shoes. hour. Every bit of fiber paper used in
the department of geograplvcal orthog
Robert Miller et al.
Whooping Cough, etc." It is iffle to ex
Knox Common Pleas.
periment with other remedies, even if At this season your feet feel swollen the building must be called for here i
raphy.”
of an alias order of sale Is
they are urged on you as just as good as
Il Ysuedvirtue
out of the Court of Common Pleas
He had just been reading that fierce of
Dr. King's New Discovery. They Hre not and hot, and get tired easily. If you the morning and returned again before
Knox County. Ohio, and to me directed. 1
battles had occurred at Tyrnavo, Tir- will offer for sale at the door of the Court
au good, because this remedy has a record have smarting feet or tight shoes, try the clerks go home.
of cures and besides is guaranteed. It Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet
noxa, si d Tuinova; sleo nt Malonna House, in Mt. Vernon, Knox County, on
Every
printer
has
a
female
assistant
never fails to satisfy. Trill bottle free aPass, Milouna Pass, Melonni Pass or
Saturday, the .‘5<l day of July, 1897,
and makes walking easy. Cures and She gets each morning as much of the
Geo. It. Baker it Sons drug store.
4
Maloney Pass as the case may be.
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. in., of
prevents swollen and sweating feet, fiber paper as she thinks sho can print
said dav. the following described lands and
At Piqua the mangled body of an un blisters and callous spots. Relieves in the course of the day, giving a receipt
tenements, to-wit:
known man, presumed to be that of a
Being lot numbered four-hundred and
sixty-five (405) in Thomas' Addition to the
tramp, was discovered four miles west corns and bunions of all pain and gives for it. If she finishes it an 1 needs more
town,
now city, of Mt. Vernon, Knox County
of the city lying alongside the tracks of rest and comfort. Try it today. Sold she has to apply again for it. This
Ohio.
Appraised at ILuuO.
the Pan Handle. From appearances by all druggists and shoe stores for 25c. paper she takes to her table, and, sheet
Terms of sale—Cash.
lie was a man 66 years old.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
Trial package free. Address, Allen S. by sheet, lays it on a board, brushes it
■■ 1
--------- - • Sheriff, Knox Countv. Ohio.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
with water, which makes it print better,
W. L. McElroy and H H & R. M. Greek, At
Try Grain O!
Try Grain-O !
torneys for James R. MeElrov. Executor.
places it in the machine, and takes it
Ask your grocer to show you a pack
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. June 2, isaf.
The real good milker is made the first out at the other end, and with the backs
age of GRAIN-0, tho new food drink year. By this it is not meant that
EXEfUTOS’S NOTICE.
that lakes the place of coflee. The breeding is a matter of no importance, of the notes printed on it. Each one as
'W'OTICE is hereby given that the underchildren may drink it without injury as but she must be made to do good ser- it comes out of the machine she puts at
aw signed has bee'n appointed and qualified
well as the adult. All who try it, like vice the first year if she is to keep it up. one side and lays a piece of tissue paper
Executor of the estate of
lotting the calf suck the first season or
JACOB NYUAKT.
it. GRAIN O has that rich Beal brown permitting it to run with the dam is a over it. When a certain number are
late of Knox County. Ohio, deceased, by the
done they are handed over to another
of Mocha or Java, but it is made from very had way to make a good milker.
Probate Court of said county.
June 5, IS97.
woman, who counts them and separates
pure grains, and the m jst delicate stom
J. M. NYHART.
Executor.
all the imperfect ones.
ach receives it without distress. J the
The next step is to dry the notes
price of cofloe. 15 cts. and 26 cts. per
They are placed in trucks specially con
package. Sold by all grocers.
strutted for this purpose, having a num
/or Infants and Children.
At Marion judgment for $11,922.83
her of trays made of wire netting, on
was rendered in the case of the Hayden
Th«
hewhich the notes are spread. The trucks
National Bank against the Marion
k « are
ilall*
Chlcugo. St. Louis. New- York. Boston.
then put in a room heated for the
Milling Company on Theodore G. •Iraitoi*
PbiladelphUu
U
Worntley. Mortgage foreclosure was
purpose, and remain twelve hours
decreed anti an order of sale was is-sued.
more. On beirg taken out the notes
The Wouderful New Process
Daring the Hostilities.
The Reason.
Yajior Stove.
I. N. Stiers, a merchant of Logan, are again counted several times by
Molly
—
Dora
always
refuses
to
have
She
(contemptuously)
—
Befoie
I
mar

and Flora Stiers, a cousin, were driving women before going into the hands of
Scratch for Money.
New
Process
Blue I Flame Oil
any embroidery on her night robes.
ried you you were an idle dreamer.
through the country, Tuesday, buying
Stove.
A (hitter's lot is to dig and scratch wool, when their team ran away, break the printers once more. They now
He (sighing)—And what a rude
Dolly—Yes, she says she wants to en
have to have the faces put on. This
for money, but yet ho should not neg ing a leg each of Stiers and the girl.
awakening I hac !
joy unruffled slumber.
Smokeless General iug Gaso
done in exactly the same manner
lect his baby’s health. Provide your
line Stoves.
Food, undigested, is poison. Digested, the backs were, except that it has to be
baby with Dr. John VV. Bull's Baby
llickless Blue Flame Oil
Syrup when teething, and avoid much it is life and stength. Millions of us dono more carefully, as tho fronts of the
Stoves,
notes
must
be
exactly
opposite
the
suffer
from
indigestion,
but
we
often
suff ering. Mr. J. P. Steiner, Aurora,
------ ANO A-------Mo., who has had some experience don’t know it. We think it is some backs. There is a little mark at the
Complete Line of Other Styles
with this remedy, pronounces it “the thing else. Even doctors often mistake top and bottom of euch sheet to serve as
of Gasoline Stoves.
a
guide,
and
the
fema
’
e
clerks
who
do
the
symptoms.
best medicine for babies he has ever
— ALSO —
Pale, thin people, who are overworked, this work are so skilllul that they prac
used in his family.” It costa only 25
All
Nizes
Hard Wood Refriger
who
need
strength,
who
seem
in
want
tically
never
get
them
a
sixteenth
of
cents, but fatlicrs should see that they
ators.
of proper food, should take Shaker Di inch wrong.
get Dr. John W. Bull's Baby Syrup.
gestive
Cordial.
It
is
astonishing
what
Then
the
money
lias
to
be
counted
Sold by
Craft & Taugher. Bast Side Public Square f Mai will do, when properly digested. and dried and recounted as before
It will make you strong, revive you, re After that the next step is to take the
At Massillon Miss Eva Boerner,
fresh
you, sustain you, make you fat, re money out of the tissue paper. The
daughter of John Boerner, was seriously
: AiH.i'Tii'f.V f,i;
'iTPPH I-1 fu'«’“ ' ^wofrflnstijisttjn. Csersrptssreflteldral l.i a *
301 W. GAMBIER ST.
l -.J 1 U Jilliii,, I
(i-.r. ni-er t ■ ip nr vripi.liti r«n»p w,. nn’m.il
••
injured by tho explosion of a dynamite store your color, make muscle, brain work is likewise done by women with
•> . ( 1- ,F.-- fn-e. jta. STEKLIM; KEWriP. (V.. ndravc. Mniili-itl. Can.. r.r\ • G
•»» •
Also all kinds of Hard and Soft
cartridge, which she carelessly knocked fibre, courage, endurance, energy; wonderful expertness. Before being
''<cpin a shelf. Her hand was shattered increaeo your power to throw off disease thrown away the tissue paper is all gone
Coal.
and her face and neck severely burned.
SffiM
and keep you healthy and happy.
over once more to see if by accident any
Indigestion does just the opposite, but of the money may have stuck between
A Household Necessity.
KftK=DRS-Keik=C!5S -IKaK=E>fi2» 'K»K,
Then the money is re
Coacarots Gaudy Cathartic, tho most v?ou indigestion c ut be cured and prevented the sheets.
dcri at medical discovery of the age, pleas witli Shakers Digestive Cordial.
counted
and
examined
fur
imperfee
SHERIFF’S SALE.
a nt, and refreshing to the taste, act gently
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents. tions. If the least little defect of a,
and positively cn kidneys, liver and bowels,
demising tho entire system, dispel colds,
John B. Dete
kind is found on a note the whole sheet
vs.
care headache, fover, habitual constipa
James
W. Baker ct al.
tion and biliousuesa. Please buy and try a
It is not so much the amount of ma of four is discarded. Next each sheet
C
LATER EXCESSES IN MANHOOD
Knox Common Pleas.
box of C. C. C. to-day; 10, 25, 50 coots. Gold nure applied that benefits the fruit crop, put between two pieces of especially
of an order of sale Issued out
and guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
but the per cent which is in an avail prepared oiled cardboard and placed in
MAKE NERVOUS, DISEASED MEN K BY ofvirtue
tlie Court of Common Pleas «>f Knox
county.
Ohio,
and tome directed. I will offer
able condition. If well rooted it is so
for sale at the door of the Court Bouse, in
At Tiffin little Agnes, the threc-yeat- luble, and, therefore, easily appropriat a hydraulic press. Out of this it comes
T U C R F C111 T of lffnoroneo anft folly In youth, ovorosortion of mind and body lndnc-|f
Mt.
Vernon.
Knox
county, on
old d nightur of Mr. and Mrs. Tim Sulli ed.
IIIL IlLOtJLI cd by lust and exposure aro constantly wrecking tho livns and fatumfl
with the crispness which new bills al
huppinros of thousands of promising young men. Somofado nnd wither at an early age,[
van, while at nlay fell and sustained a
Saturday,
ilif
.‘Id day of July . b97,
nt the blooBora of manhood, whila others are forced to drag out a weary, fruitless and'
ways hava. The pasteboard gives it a
broken arm. Sunday who was again in
rmelancholy existenco. Otliere reach matrimony but find no solaco or com fort there. The
Between the houis ot 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
Lock
the
Door
.victimsi are found in nil stations of lifo:—Tho farm, tho cilice, tho workchoD. tho pulpit,
slight imlish.
said day, the following described lauds and
jured, this time by tailing from a sofa
[the trades and tho professions.
____________
tenements, to-wit:
while asleep, and fractured her collar Before the horse is stolen. Purify, en
The money is not ready for circula
Situate in the county of Knox and State of
RESTORED TO MANHOOD BY DRS. K. & K.
§
bone.
rich and vital ze your blood and build tion. Each nole must he numbered.
Ohio, and in the township of Jefferson, and
bounded
and described as follows, viz:
• Wm. A. WALKEU. Wa. A. WALKER.
MRS. CHA8. FERRY. CHAS. FE1 BY. •
up your physical system before disease This is done with little machines worked
The southwest quarter of the northeast
Free Pills.
quarter of section three, and the northwest
attacks
you
and
serious
sickness
comes.
with the feet, every worn in having her
K
Send your address to H. E. Buoklen A Co.
quarter of the southeast quarter of section
three, and the south halt of the southeast
Chicago, and gpt a free sample box of Dr. Hood’s Sarsaparilla will make you own. The numbers arrange themselves
quarter
of said section three, all in town
King’s Npw Life Pills. A trial willconvine strong and vigorous and will expel from
ship eight. of range ten. of the unappro
automatically;
nli
the
operator
has
to
do
you of their merits These pills are easy in
priated military lands, subject to sale at
action and are particularly effective in the your blood all impurities and germs of is to put the bill to be priuled in and
Zanesville. Ohio, containing ninetv-nine
acres and seventy one-hundredths. In- the
cure of Constipation and Sick Headache. ditnses. Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla now.
touch a pedal with her foot, and lo! it is
same more or less.
For Malaria and Liver troubles they have
Also, six and one-quarter poles lieglnning
been proved invaluable They are guaran
printed. After this the ca3h is counted
at the northeast corner of the southwest
teed to bp perfectly free from every deleteri
Hood’s Pills are the favorite family once more and tho numbers examined.
quarter of the southeast quarter of said
^BETOCE TBEATMENT AFTEH THEAT3TONT
ous substance and to be purely vegetable.
section three, of township eight, of range
Divorced but united again
ten. of the unappropriated military lands,
They do not weaken by their action, hut by cathartic, Easy to take, gentle, mild. The ladies who do this work are so
subject to sale at Zanesville, Ohio; thence
H7-N3
NArtES
OR
TESTIMONIALS
USED
WITHOUT
WRITTEN
CONSENT.-**
giving tone to stomach and bowels greatly 25 cents.
marvelously quick at it that they can
K
east one-tenth of a pole: thence south par
invigorate the system. Regular size 25c
Wm. A. V/alker of 16th Street pays:—“I have Buffered'
allel with the lines of said section three
average as many as sixty thousand a
per box. Sold by O. It. Baker A Son Drug,
tmtold ncoi ioa for my “gay lifo.” I was indiscreet when(
sixty poles; thence west one-tenth of a i*>le:
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contracted,
thence north to the place of Itegilining, exgist.
________ _________
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Byplnlis an-1 other Private diaeases. 1 had ulcers in thel
of the first and most important improve day, picking out any defective ones as
excepting six and one-quarter poles from
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nnd
threat,
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hair
loose,
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onj
the first described lands a roadwav contain
While William Wagner, a wealthy ments mentioned by the mail who ofiers they go.
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tor
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does
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by
(lopixindont.
Rpven
doctors
treated
mo
with
Mercury.
per
Shonabarker. and described as follows:
farmer, accompanied by his small son
__________
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Th®y helped mo bnt COU[J not enro me
Beginning at the line twenty rods south of
CURED
and granddaughter, was driving along inducement reach so far into the affec still other women, who have machines
p-r-i-C---- X1- —ijsi
.
— i7nc'1,' offend induced metotry Drs.Ker.nedy A ICergan
the southwest corner of the tract before de
Now Method Treatment cured mo in a few weeks. Their treatment io wonderful.
scribed: thence west six and one-tenth poles
Franklin Pike, near Plain City, the tions and pocketbook of the prospective for trimming oft the edges; only the
RTheir
on feel yourself gaunng every day. 1 havo revor heard of their failing to cure in a singfa
to Clarke road: thence south one pole;
horse became frightened and ran away, purchaser?
CIX3C.
|
thence east six and one-quarter poles;
sides are cut, however, now, the top and
,
62?"CURES GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
fatally injuring Mr. Wagner and the
thence north one pole to the place of login
bottom margin being left on until they
ning.
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little girl.
Appraised at 11.900.
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At 14 1 learned a bad habit. At 21 1 had all tho symptoms
get to the treasury. The edges of paper
this
offer.
Send
10
cents
to
us
fora
Terms of Sale: Cash.
IMPOTENCY
of
Seminal
Weakness
end
Spermetorihoco,
Emissions
When bilious or costive, eat a CascaJUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
K
cut
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this
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not
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were draining
my .vitality.
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—
,
j-.nnd weakening
------ —
------- - married
at
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ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed. generous trial 6ize or ask your druggists.
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they
are
made
into
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macho.
Now
sad experience- In eighteen months wo were divorced. I
Ask for Ely’s Cream Balm, the most
IOc. 25c.
Mt. Vernon. O., June 2, 1897.
EMISSIONS
consulted Dra. h. &. K., who reetorod mo to manhood
Bthon
positive catarrh cure. Full size 50 cents. the money has to be counted a few more
by their New Method Treatment. I foltn now lifo thrill t hrough
CURED
C., A.& C. Excursions.
Jmy nervos. We were united again nnd are
Thii was
ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City. times, and it is ready to leave the Bu
years ago. Drs. K. i K. are scientific spec!
and 1 heartily recommend them.’’
ONK-WAY SKTTI.ERH’ RATES.
reau of Engraving and Printing, from
I
suffered
from
catarrh
of
the
worst
Oil the fiist and third Mondaays and
treat and cure Varicocele, Emission/, Nervous Debility, Seminal
B
Tuesdavs in each calendar monith until kind ever since a boy, and I never which it is taken to tho Treasury De
ll eakness. Gleet, Stricture, Syphilis, Unnatural Discharges, Self A busJ)
May 18, 189', inclusive, the Cleveland, Ak- hoped for cure, but Ely’s Cream Balm partment in tho same wagons that are
' Kidney and Bladdet Diseases. ___________ ,
The great
ron A tJoliimbus railway will sell one-way
used to convey the fiber paper between
remedy for
C
17 YEARS IN OHIO, 200,000 CURED. NO RISK
se’tler's tickets at very low rales to nearly seems to do even that. Many acquaint
nervous pros,.VP,v point in the Sooth, Southeast or ances have used it with excellent results- the two buildings.
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royonnvlctimP^JInveyonlost ho;
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and
diseases of the
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to write Io or see any C., A. A 0. railway go, HIJof
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Printing whose chief duty is to show
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Monitor iiunstraud),
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fare limits of tickets and all other informa
j strangers through the building. She
All Profit, no Loss.
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Lemuel—Say, (lad do yor waut me knows all the ins and outs, and just bow
lost Manltood, Impotency, Nightl
Nightly Emis
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trip desired
tai Worry,
ex
I the work is done from beginning to end,
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental
wc
ter kill ther old blind cow?
cessive
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of
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or
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Farmer Graball—Naw. yer fool! rut and points cut everything calculated to
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
antlers on ’er an’ let them summer be of interest to visitors. The wot k of
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio.
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DRUNKENNESS

he has a very

low rent, can.

W. E. G K A N T,

ALSO DAILY LINE BETWEEN
Cl.EVKLAM' AND TOLEDO,

on Vine street, C. W.

office

PttOKKSSlOVIL CtRIH.

SsS BUFFALO

Ilger has opened a HARNESS

SHOP, and as

STOPPED

VK

60 feet West of tho Post’

To make firepro f paper nothing
more is necessary than to saturate it in
From the Leader, Cleveland, Ohio.
strong solution of alum water, and
when thoroughly dry it wjll resist the
In a large, commodious house nt No. 104 shattered, can appreciate and understand the
action of flames.
Huntington Street; Cleveland, Ohio, lives misery, chiefly mental, which I endured. I
A young v'oman about to be presented at
court receives the fullest instructions as to
Democratic State
Place Where
her behavior. She is told how to dress; how
to manage her train; how to courtesy cor
Convention
rectly. Every incident is carefully rehearsed
so that site may commit no blunder in the
presence of royalty. If all this trouble is
The above is an excellent cut of the just-completed Auditorium at Columbus,
worth while for the satisfaction of one brief
moment, how infinitely more important it is in which the Democratic State Convention will be held on June 29 and 30.
that a young girl about to enter into the
The Columbus Auditorium is the best convention hall in the state, and is not
sacred precincts of womanhood, should be
properly instructed in all that concerns a excelled in the country. It has been constructed exclusively for such use and
life-time of possible happiness, or possible meets every need. The seating capacity is immense, the acoustics perfect, and
misery.
Every mother ought to see to it that her every chair will bo found comfortable, every location “eligible.” There has been
daughters are healthy and strong in a wo provided press, telegraph, telephone, committee, cloak, retiring rooms, ladies’
manly way. She ought to make them aware
that any neglect or irregularity of the spe parlor, with lavatories, closets, etc.—all complete.
cial functions of womanhood may result in
It is the desire of the people of Columbus, regardless of parly affiliation, that
life-long weakness and disease.
Any mother or daughter may write con the meeting of the Democratic Convention should be ono of memorable impor
cerning these delicate ailments, with the
Utmost confidence to Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief tance. Tho city will be decorated, and everything possible done looking towaid
consulting physician to the Invalids’ Hotel the comfortable entertainment of those who may attend.
and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y.
It is believed by Chairman McConville that every effort should bo made to
Her letter will be answered free of charge
with suggestions for self-treatment nt home, bring out as many of the Democracy as possible from every portion of the state
by which these complaints may be overcome
without need of mortifying examinations. that the enthusiasm there, sure to be, aroused may extend itself throughout the
I)r. Pierce has had over thirty years’ ex body politic. A large crowd will be present from Knox county.
perience in the treatment of women’s dis
eases, and is an eminent specialist in this
PAPER MONEY.
particular field of practice. His “ Favorite
ELEPHANT’S LEG.
Prescription ” cures completely and perma
nently the most obstinate cases of feminine
weakness and disease. It heals all inflamed A Popular Dinh With tho Wild Tribe The Process of Making Government
conditions, strengthens and tones the nerveNotes Explained.
of Africa
centres and the entire womanly organism.
For prospective mothers and nursing
All tho fiber pnpet used for money is
mothers, the “Favorite Prescription" is a
[Philadelphia Lanuet.]
perfect strength sustaincr.
made in the Crane Mills nt Dalton

SHOP. y fin CLEVELtKD

AN INTERMITTENT HARNESS

I.. B. Houck, Clerk,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

''
W. A. FRANCE, LI. D., President

Ms Bu
L F. VOICE, M.

Physician In Charge.

FRANCE ME&ICAT. D.NEb SURGICAL INSTITUTE,
38&4OW. Gay 31., Cti’jribus, 0. < ne .Tech r .nf Stale tlruse. Incorporated ’86. Capilal. $300,000
DR. 1 RANCE, cf Netv York i'.,c v
v*:: aa:l successful Specialist In Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eye and Eat, on ac<.f ’’is !ar-/e practice iu Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INS1HU7Z. wl>
f. r
Chrviitc, Nr r»ou» ir.d Pm ate Diseases »dl be suc
cessful*' treated cn the cost C:k>.t. ;.i?„ r.lce. H. le .hly assisted by a full corps of eminent
Physicians and Snrgccas,4 acu c..< dug .• tl kr.r v. n tpeuabsU iu bis profession.
IMPORTANT TO LADIES.-Di:. T\
t, .,.
ioly,
years of experience, h::. Ci.'Govcceu tho
itncrg’y Pjen-.ature Decline of the Manly
greatest cure know., foralldi.-a-aiu i p c- i." Power' these terrible disorders arising
to the sex. Femaledlscxr.cr
itivciy c- red
fri ni ruinons practices of youth, blighting
by a new method. Thccu.< 11 effect,‘U bv
i.i.- r?s st radiant hopes, rendering marriage
home treatment. Entirely harmless and
unhappy, ununaHy sweepingtoan untimely
easily applied. ConruiUl'on ? . f Ccrsesjur.dgrave, thou ..ail ds of exalted talent and bril
ence Free and Strictly Cerfidcntiai.
liant intellect. A Perlect Restoration CusranHe has attained the most wonderful
l. »o. Bring sample of urine for microscop
success-in the treatment<4 Ctl. /.I, Sir n'c.cr,
ical examination.
Cases and corresKidney, Bladder,
,
cand
I
ponrtcncfc confidential. Treatment sent C.
diseases of men ana wr
C. D. to any part of U. S. Book and list of
of experience,* he, has. per 1 i.d Ge most
1.1 uvstious, free. Address DR. FRANCE,38
iufallible method of curing Vital l ruh, :i
1. r: • Sl„ Columbus, 0. No money required ol
Urine, Nocturnal Lustra, In ptlieu Mt:
faspansiMe parties to commence treatment.

CONSULTATION PTr; E /*’

Curtis

House,

"zb

RENEW

. niOTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, July

.
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LOST VIGOR

Sold by H. M GREEN ft Drug Sicre

14

When in doubt what to use fot
Nervous Debility. Loss of Bower,
Impotency, Atrophy .Varicocele and
other weaknesses, from any cause,
use Sexine Pills. Drains checked
and full vigor quickly restored.
If deflected, each trouble* reoult fatallr.
Mailedfor$1.00;6boxes|5.00. With
$5.00 orders we give a guarantee to
cure of refund the n.oney. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland,

10<>Ctj 1

G.H.BAKEP&SON
DRUGGISTS
MT. VERNON,

OHIO,

Sell nil the Patent Nedlrlnea
Advertluedl In this Paper.

